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Abstract

The pulse response based control method for minimum time maneuver of flexible spac(craft is

described. This method makes it possible to obtain minimum time control profiles for linear systems

solely on the basis of measured response to pulses in control inputs and gross inertial properties of

the system, such as total mass or total mass moment of inertia. The accuracy with which the final

state of the system can be specified is shown tc be related to the observability of the syslenu with

the given outputs. A special algorithm is developed for solving the numerical oplimization problem

arising in this approach. For maneuver problems, nonlinear behavior is handled by explicitly

modeling the deviation from linear behavior in those few modes in which it is significant. A

feedback control scheme to complement pulse response based control, which is stable in the presence

of nonlinear rotational stiffening effects and input bounds, is presented. Also, a near miniimum

time method which requires virtually no real time computation is described. Numerical examples

illustrate the method and its features and extensions.

This report also presents an exact solution of a minimum time control problem for a distributed

parameter system, obtained using a traveling wave formulation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the minimum time maneuver of flexible spacecraft, bounded control inputs are used to accomplish

a given change in rigid body modal states as quickly as possible, with minimal residual energy in

flexible modes at the end of the maneuver. Since 1980 or so, a number of different approacles have

been taken to address these problems.

Turner and Junkins1 represent flexible motion in terms of several assumed modes, and minimize

a quadratic performance index with a single-actuator control, with specified final states and fiinal

time. A continuation method is used to obtain a solution of the nonlinear two-point boundary value

problem that results when kinematic nonlinearity is present in the formulation. Turner and Chun

extend this approach for the case in which a number of actuators are distributed throughout tile

structure.2 Meirovitch and Quinn3 develop a perturbat;on approach in which the nonlinear rigid

body maneuver is taken as a zero order problem and the small motions, including flexible motions

and small rigid body motions, are treated a.s a first order perturbation, for nonlinear maneuvers of

flexible spacecraft. The rigid body maneuver problem is solved using an inverse dynamics approach

where the required zero order feedforward control torques are obtained from the nonlinear rigid

body equations of motion. The first order, linear vibration problem with time varying coefficients

is solved independently using feedback control. Chun, Turner and Juang obtain a frequency-shaped

open-loop control for the rigid body modes, using a continuation method to handle nonlinearity,

and then design a feedback control for the flexible motion by linearizing the flexible responise about

sveral points in the open-loop rigid-body trajectory.1 In a later paper, they replace the solntion

of the opcn-loop problem for the rigid body modes with a prograninme(l-nlotioii/iinverse dynamics

approach, where the trajectories of the rigid body modes are simply sl)ecified as silloot I, fin ictionls



and the required control torques are obtained from the nonlinear rigid body equations of motion.5

Meirovitch and Sharony6 use the perturbation approach and use a minimum time (bang-banrg)

control to handle the rigid body problem, and a linear quadratic regulator with integial fvvdback

and prescribed convergence rate to drive the flexible motion to zero at the end of the maneuver.

Bounds on control inputs are only considered in the design of the rigid body portion of the control,

so, as in all of the work mentioned thus far, a true minimum time control problem for the flexible

maneuver is not solved. True minimum time control is investigated by Ben-Asher, 1lurllý and

Cliff,7 in which the flexible behavior is modeled in terms of a small number of assumed modes, and

switching times for the bang-bang control of this model are found for both linear and nonlinear

problems using a parameter optimization approach. More recently, Junkins, Rahiman and Bang

have pursued an approach in which near minimum time maneuver is achieved by smoothing the

bang-bang control profile for minimum time nianeuver of a rigid spacecraft having the same inertial

properties, and then designing a stable feedback control to suppress any vibration that is excited

by the smoothed profile.8

The difficulty of these problems is due largely to several issues which are all related to miodeling

the flexible behavior of the spacecraft. First, there is the difficulty of obtaining an accurate model,

i.e., system identification and realization. AU but the last of the methods rcferred to above require

an accurate modal or state space model of the spacecraft, which is usually difficult to obtain for

structures with high modal density. Verification of the model is difficult because of the need to

compensate for gravitational and atmospheric ehiects if testing is done on the earth'.n surface, or

because of the limited amount of test hardware available if testing is done in orbit. If properties are

time-varying, the model must be updated after any significant change in properties. Second. since

the systems to be controlled are distributed paramoter system,;, they typnira!v require high order

model, for representing all significant behavior. This greatly increases computational requirements

associated with control, particularly if a nonlinear two point boundary problem must be solved.

Third, a finite order model is guaranteed to have a bang-bang iniimumi tinice cont rol, for which

only the switching times must be determined, whereas the ninimum time control for the dist ribted

parameter system being modeled is not ordinarily bang-bang,2) which ieans that a control profile

in wihich control inputs are not always equal to their bounds should be found. This nivans that

lie optimal control profile for the spacecraft is qualitatively quite different from the h•m1 -I-hang

2



minimum time control of its finite order model.

These considerations point to the need for a minimum time maneuver method which dols not

rely on an explicit modal or state space model of the spacecraft. The approach of Junlkin[s ft d1.8

does not use any model of flexible behavior, but instead modifies a bang-banRIg miinimum time control

profile for a rigid spacecraft, by smoothing it to reduce excitation of vibration, and by a(ding to

it a Lyapunov-stable feedback component for vibration suppression. The resulting control profiles

approximate minimum time control for a flexible spacecraft, at least in some sense. lowever, the

fact that this approach accomodates flexible behavior in such a generic manner raises the question of

whether flexible response can be handled more effectively by taking flexible behavior into accoUnt

earlier in the process of obtaining control profiles, yet without introducing the difhiiult ies often

associated with obtaining an accurate model. Another important question is wht her real time

computational requirements can be low enough with such an approach that implementation int a

minimum time context is feasible.

The approach that is taken in this work is to obtain cont-ol profiles for mininumrn time maneuver

as directly as possible from measured input-output relationships. More specifically, square' pulses,.

are applied in control inputs and the sensor outputs resulting from the response to these pulses

are saved in a pulse response (Ilankel) matrix. Then a control profile that will result in (,,Sired

sensor outputs at the end of a maneuver is found. The control profile is piecewise continuiiouts in

time, so it is a train of square pulses of the type used to generate the pulse response matrix. It is

not bang-bang, but is instead a profile that can be expected to approach the exact solution of the

rM:, imum time maneuver problem as the pulse width decreases. The sensor outputs resulting from

the control profile are available from tho pulse response matrix by simple convolution, if behavior

is linear. The representation of the elastic behavior is without modal truncation of 1 he t ype t hat is

typical in modal methods, because an infinity of modes can contribute to the pulise response data.

For rapid large-angle maneuver, nonlinear effects can become significant. Nonline•ar behavior

cannot. be represented using the simple convollition mentioned above, so the approac<h laken, is to

explicitly account for the deviation from the linear behavior thtat I lhe pulse response dalat represcn ts.

It. turns out that the number of modes that niust be known to accounit for this deviatioln is very s'all.

so identification reqiiireinents are low even for nonlinear problems. As ian additional ca pa• hility, a

feed.hack component of the control is introduced to handle deviations from the response X,\ pectd

.3



from pulse response data that are due to noise or disturbances. This feedback control coould also

be used tc comp--. ate for deviations re-ulting from unimodeled nonlinear behavior.

This r•'pc . is organized as follows. The second chapter presents the first known exact solution

of a minimum time control problem for a structure, and it is found that the minimum time control

profiles are not bang-bang, and they are not smooth. This exact solution provides some d(irection

for the work summarized in later chapters, and a test case for evaluating niniuimn time and near

minimum time maneuver methods. It also provides a certain midpoint condition for mninimni time

rest to rest control of distributed systems which is useful in the fifth chapter.

The third chapter presents the basic pulse response based control method for minimum time

control of structures. In this chapter, the method is applied to linear problemls. An efficielnt

algorithm is developed for solving the numerical optimization problem that is encountered in this

method. The effect of measurement noise is investigated. The method is applied to the problem of

the second chapter for which the exact solution is known, and to the problem of extremnely rapid

rest to rest translation of a flexible beam, without any information about the beam besides its total

mass and( its pulse response data.

In the fourth chapter, the method is extended to nonlinear maneuver problems, where the

nonlinearity is associated with rotational stiffening. The algorithm of the preceding chapter is

modified to handle these nonlinear problems, and the method is applied to the extremely rapid

rotation of a beam using two transverse force inputs at the ends. It is found in this chapter that

the model order re(luired for representing this type of nonlinear behavior can be expected to be

extremely low.

The fifth chalpter addresses sonic important practical implementation issues. The first of these

is that of minimizing t lie amount of real time computation that must be done, and a near miniiminum

oine method that reqiiires virttiallyv no real time computation is developed. Ihe second issue is

hat of developing a feedback conlrol component which is stable iii spite of nonlinear rotational

>it, lvl lirlvffe<'s and bounds on the control inpuis. These two capabilities arei( demlonstrated on a

ýt riict lire consisting of a rigid hub wit h four flexible appendages, with a torque act nator oit the hub

mid for(,, ' cliautors at the ends of two of tlie appendages. It is fouind that tlihe near ininim inl time

( mutrfml methiod pe'rforims very well, and i lie feedback coiponient (ca.in easilY hlanlle deviations from

liniear responiss, dit(, to ceiltrifiigal efecis for this struictire, even for largev-;a ,le ml euviiver that is



much more rapid than could be addressed using other methods.

The final chapter contains conclusions and a summary of the entire project. The material in

the second, third, fourth and fifth chapters is essentially covered in a number of papers that " re in

various stages of archival journal review and publication. 9 -1 2 These papers have also ;appeared in

unrefereed conference proceedings.
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Chapter 2

Exact Minimum Time Control of a
Distributed System Using a
Traveling Wave Formulation

2.1 Introduction

In recent years, considerable inter.st in minimum-time control of distributed parameter stv.iws

has been motivated by the need to execute maneuvers of flexible spacecraft as quickly as possible.

The "bang-bang" principle for minimum-time control of time-invariant finite-dimensional linear

systems was presented by LaSaile in 1960.13 It asserts that if a minimum-time control exists for a

given system, then there exists a bang-bang optimal control in which the control inputs are almost

always at a vertex of the polyhedron defined by the input bounds. The bang-bang principle has

been extended to distributed parameter systems by Egorov,14 Fattorini,15 and Friedman,16 among

others. More directly applicable to the structure control problem is the work of Balakrishnan. 7

in which he examined the case in which the state and the control are in different Ililbert spaces.

lie proved that if the infinitesimal generator of the problem generates a compact semigroup, which

is ordinarily the ca'e in structure problems, the minimum-time control need not be bang-bang.

However, it is a weak limit of an approximating sequence of balg-bang controls.

In practical applications, flexible spacecraft are usually modeled as Iinite-dinmensionial s% 'lems

by using a truncated set of natural modes of vibration as a basis for the rcspmnse. The 1,-,, of

a finite-dimensional model suggests bang-bang control as an approximation of the iii i i inn no me

control. A distributed parameter model is selldomi available, and even including a largei winiber

of moddes is costly berause they are difficult. to identify accurately, and because of the im'crased

(i



complexity of the sw.K-hing for bang-bang control. Some investigators have u.wd the 1wiri.s:tiC

approach of "frequency-shapnrig" or "sinoothing" to reduce tile excitation of 1iitcolltrol ld ii•wr

modes during a maneuver.4'-s 8 Another approach to the problenm of rapid mairtuver h bi en, to

use a perturbation approach in which the minirnurn-tinic control ofti igid-body Imodeor in,des

constitutes the zero-order problem, and suppression of the resulting flexible Imotion cslit ies

a first-order perturbation. 3 ,' 19 This approach does not result in mininuinm-tinie control su!kyect to

bounds on all inputs; for example, Ref. 6 only considers the use of one bounded input in• the stl!t io

of the minimum-time zero-order problem, and bounds on all inputs are ignored in ite solti-1'on of

the first-order perturbation problem.

Exact control of distributed systems is addressed in Ref. 20 and in the mnany references cited

therein. In this chapter, the solution of a minimum-time control prohlem for exact rest-to rest

translation of a simple distributed system using two bounded inpits is presented- A traveling

wave formulation permits the consideration of the motion of this system without alpproxiil iouy i.

Traveling wave formulations have been used for vibration suppression and isolation in sI ict.

control problems.2' To the authors' knowledge, the solution presented iii thIi chitpor i1- ili,

solution that has been obtained for exact. minimum-time control of a distriblit, (d svsy,,'n }1 vItoY s

of a finite number of bounded inlpts.

The second section of this chapter presents a traveling wave formulation of the minimninnut-Itii

control problem. In the third section, the solution is obtained for the case in which the coit reo ta:-k

cart be carried out quickly enough that reflections of waves at the ends of the systeni need tol he

considered. The fourth section presents the solution for the ge(ieral case in which reflections aje

considered, and a result for minimum time control of general undamped strucicres whichi will be,

important in the fifth chapter. The final section of the chapter contains a discussion of the solution

and somre w••i•sions.

2.2 Traveling Wave Formulation of the Problem

The nirinliumn-tirnie control probleni for carrying out a rest-to-rest traitslst ion of a ;it>t ilýe,1,1d

' si (Ill by irae;Ins of two discrete, bounded colltrol it plits is formultatled iii hi.ý sOccllon i tt i lin )t -

;Wave profiles t~i'veliitg thirotighi the sysleiii, A onie-(iiit/etsionuil suontd-tridr SV>iitil i-. ~i l.-•,it



its simplicity, and its response is governed by the partial differential equation

0 (,,Ou(xt)) )2u(zt)
- o s,(txo- ) 0  + m(x) --2 f f(x,t), zE (0, L), (21)

in which u(x,t) is the displacement as a function of x and t. This equation governs the motion

of rods in axial vibration, shafts in torsional vibration, and strings in transverse vibration. 21 The

terms s(x) and m(z) represent distributed stiffness and mass, and f(x,t) is a distributed force

or torque per unit length. In this chapter, a uniform system is considered, so that s and in are

constant. Additionally, there is no internal excitation, so that f(x, t) is zero.

Foi a uniform system without internal excitation, Eq. (2.1) admits the traveling wave solution

u(X,t) = U+(X - ct) + U_(X + Ct), 12.2)

in which U+(x - ct) and U_(x + ct) represent wave profiles moving in the positive and negative z

directions, respectively, with the wave speed c = V/-s-i. If the displacement ard velocity profiles

u(r,t) and ii(x,t) are given for some time t, the wave profiles can he determined from them to

within an arbitrary constant. Differentiation of Eq. (2.2) with respect to t and x yiehls

il(x,t) = -cu1(x - Ct) + cU(x + C1) (2.3a)

u'(x,t) = U+(X - ct) + UV(X + ct), (2-3h)

where U* denotes differentiation of U with respect to its argument. At a given time i. thli wave

profiles can be obtained by making use of Eqs. (2.3) and integrating with respect to z, so that

U+(z - c) = 1 f[u'('i) - -Iii(ý')] < + C, (2.4a)
u_(zci)= [u(•'i + -i4(•,i)]d• + C1 ",•.b2J 0

U- ( + jiu'( = + - d ý,~d + C2.(24)c

Note that the constants C1 and C2 are not independent; one of them can be eliminated by consid-

ering Eq. (2.2), while the other remains arbitrary.

If the system is controlled by means of control inputs at the ends., the boundary conlitions are
Ou(x, f) 0 ( s = l 2(i). (2.5)

- Ozx •=o Ox I,

In this chapter, the control inputs are taken to be Lebesgue mneasurable in [0. T]. whrlere T is lI(

liial time. In terms of wave profiles, the boundary condilion at the left end can he wrilI en

0( )(-s {U+(x - ct) + I(x + e+)} r=O (2.J)
Ox8



It will prove convenient to partition Fl(t) into one component that generates right-gouilg waves,,

FIG(t), and one that absorbs left-going waves, FIA(t), so that F1 (t) = FIG(t + FlIA(t). The two

components are then given by

FG(t) = -s a-(U+(X - ct)) (2.7a)

FIA(t) = -,S (u-(x + ct)). (2.71)

The control input at the right end can be partitioned similarly. Note that if a control input is zero,

this does not imply that its two components are zero; for example, if Fl(t) = 0, left-going waves

that reach the left end result in FIG(t) = -FIA(t) ý 0, and are reflected as right-going waves.

If control inputs are employed in interior locations, they can generate and absorb wave profiles

traveling in both directions. In general, in executing a given control task, the control inputs must

generate and absorb traveling wave profiles that effect a change in the state of the System.

In order to express the response of the system explicitly in terms of the Control iillppts, note

first that

-u+(Z cl)) = -1U - ct)). (2.S)
YX_ _c 01t

The wave-generating component of F1 (t), given in Eq. (2.7), can then be rewritten as

FIG(t) = --- (U+(x - cl)) " (2.9)

Integrating both sides with respect to t and substituting c = v gives

U+(x ct) :=o- 1 rotI
U+(X-ct) F1c;(r)dr + U+(O - cl) (2.10)

where the constant of integration U+(0) can be arbitrarily taken to be the displacement of the left

end at the initial time. This equation explicitly gives the dependence of the right- traveling wave

profile on the generating component of the left control input and the initial conditions. Similarly.

lie left-traveling profile is determinied by the generating colliponelit. of the 1i1 hi (mitr l ipt11)11 a;

Ui(x + CI) I ý.•(r)dr + U-( L + ct) + C', (2.11)

where C miust be chosen so that initial conditions are satisfied. Since the absorbing conpollenmit s

of tie control inputs are determined by the arriving wave profiles, thlie response of tie svstem at a

9



time t > 0 can be found from the displacement and velocity of the systcm at t = 0 and( thle history

of the control inputs for t > 0.

If the control inputs are to execute a change in position for the system, so that it goes from

rest to rest as quickly as possible, initial and final conditions must be specified for tile associated

optimal control problem. The initial conditions can be taken to be

u (x, 0) 0, it(x,O) =0, x E(0, L), (2,12)

so thaL the final conditions are

u(x, T) =uo, it(x,T) = 0, x E (0, L). (2.13)

The initial and final conditions impose certain necessary conditions on the generating and ..hsorhing

components of the control inputs. From Eqs. (2.4), the final conditions require that both U+ (x - cl)

and U.(x + et) must be constant over the length of the system at the final time T. Therefore, for a

fixed value of x, each wave profile must be constant over a certain time interval. The right-traveling

wave profile must be constant over the time interval T - Llc < t < T at x = 0, where LIc is the

time required for waves to travel the length of the system, and the left-traveling profile must be

constant over the same time interval at x = L. From the boundary conditions the requirement that

F10 (t) = 0, i = 1,2, T - L/c < t < T (2.1-1)

is obtained. Eq. (2.14) defines an absorbing control interval at the end of the control history during

which the control inputs can only be allowed to absorb arriving wave profiles. Similarly, the initial

conditions require the absorbing components of the control inputs to satisfy

FiA(t) = 0, i 1, 2, 0 < t< L/c, (2.15)

which defines a generating control interval. The requirement that waves must be allowed to travel

the length of the system between the end of wave profile generation and thle end of tile control

history, and before absorption canl begin at the beginning of the control history, limiits how qujickly

the control task can be executed.

From the initial conditions of Eq. (2.12), the wave profiles are found from EqIs. (2.10) and (2.11)

to be given by

U+(X - Ci) - J F(;(r)d-r, (2. 1(6a)
1x=0

10



U_.(X + ct) = F2c(r)dr. (2.1 b)

From Eqs. (2.4) and the final conditions, Eq. (2.1ý), the wave profiles must satisfy

U+(x -cT) =C, U_(x +cT) =1o0- C, x E (0, L) (2.17)

for some constant C. Because both FIG(t) and F 2G(t) must be zero over the absorbing control

interval T - L/c < t < T, Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) yield the requirement that

1 (F1G(r) + F2G(T))Hd. (2.18)"

From this result it is evident that the control task cannot be executed in less time than tile wave

travel time L/c, regardless of the bounds on control inputs. This is in agreement with conclusions

reached in Rcf. 23.

In the following sections, the time required for carrying out a rest-to-rest translation is ini-

mized subject to the constraints

)Fi(t)I <_ B a.e. in 10,TJ, (2.19)

where B is a bound on the control inputs. In the next section, the problem is solved f r the case

in which no reflections at the ends occur, and the following section addresses the case in which

reflections at the ends must be considered.

2.3 Minimum Time Control Without Reflections

If the ratio of the input bound 1B to the required final displacement vo is sufifici(emtly large, wave

profiles can be generated quickly enough by the control inputs that the control task can he acconi-

plished without reflections at tile ends of the system. Over the time interval 0 < t < L/c, E(J.

(2.15) requires that F'in(t) = 0, so that FaG(t) = I"(t) over this time interval. Supppose that tle

iipper limit on the integral in Eq. (2.18) lies in the interval 0 < (' - L/c) < L/e. Then the tinic

initerval 7' is obviously mii nii'zed I)y ;naximiizing the control in puts, so lhal I'lc(t ) I-- 1() -

for 0 < I < 7 - L/r. Carrying out the integral ion and solving for hle miniintal cont rol int I erval gives

T;,ain- +1 ,j +-, (2.20)
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which is valid for T,,n < 2L/c or, equivalently, B/uo > s/2L. As the input bound approaches

infinity, the first term approaches zero, but the constant term remains.

The minimum-time control is found by recalling that the absorbing component of a control

input is determined by the arriving wave profile, which is determined by the generating component

of the other control input at a time Llc earlier. Making appropriate substitutions in Eq. (2.7)

results in
FIA(t) = -- {U(X+ct)}lo

ax L

= x -SXU(+- c w =

= -F 2G(t - -), (2-21)
C

and a similar result for F2A(t). With these and the fact that FiG(t) is equal to the in put bound

over 0 < t < T - L/c and zero over T - Llc < t < T, the minimum-time control is obtained as
(B, t E (0,T - L/c),

F (t) = 0, t E (T - L/c, LIc), (2.22)
-B, I E (L/c,T).

Figure 2.1 shows the minimum-time control for several values of B. Note that there is a tinie

interval over which the control inputs must be zero for synchronization with tile traveling wave

profiles, so that the control is characterized as "bang-off-bang".

In Fig. 2.2, the displacement of the system is plotted at several times during the miinimum-time

control history for the case B = 5uos/L, which is shown in Fig. 2.1. At the beginning of the

control history, the control inputs move the ends halfway to the desired final position as quickly as

possible, and this action sends wavefronts into the system from both ends. Tihe wavefronts cross

in the middle, and add so that the displacement at the center, between the separating wilvefrontS.

is equal to the desired final displacement. When the wavefronts reach the ends, the cont rol inputs

absorb them perfectly and leave the system at rest at the desired final position.

In the next section, the optimal control problem is solved for the more general case in which

reflections at the ends of the system must be taken into account.

2.4 Minimum Time Control for the General Case

T[le niilimurn-time control problem for the general cai,,, in -which reflecrtliols at the ends of the

systei miust he taken into account, is solved in several steps. F-irst. il is shown that ftr aYiV control

12
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Figure 2.1: Minimum time control histories for three values of B

that satisfies the input bounds and the final conditions, with the specified initial conditions, a

control that possesses a certain anti-symmetry property in time also satisfies the input bounds and

the final conditions. This means that there is no loss of optimality in requiring the control to possess

this anti-symmetry property. It should be noted that similar results for minimum-time control of a

finite-dimensional system were obtained in Ref. 24, using a different approach. Second, it is shown

that an anti-symmetric control satisfies the final conditions with the given initial conditions if and

only if it satisfies a certain condition at the midpoint of the control history. The midpoint condition

curns out to be applicable to minimum time control of a very large class of structures using ideal

bounded inputs, and will be used in the fifth chapter in the development of a near minimum time

control method. Finally, the minimum-time control satisfying this midpoint condition with the

given initial conditions is obtained for the first half of the control listory, and it is exten ded anti-

symnmetricallv into the second hialf of the control history to yield a inini muin-tinme control fer the

system.
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Figure 2.2: Displacement profile at several times for the case B = 5uos/L

For any control Fi(t), t E [0,T] satisfying the input bounds, it is clear by inspection that the

control

F s(t) 1Fi(t) - F(T - t)
2 , t E [0,T], (2.23)

which is anti-symmetric in time about t = T/2, must also satisfy the input bounds. It remains to

be shown that if Fi(t) drives the system from the origin to the prescribed final state, FaS(t) does as

well. The natural modes of vibration constitute an orthonormal basis for representing the system

response, and they include a rigid-body mode:

1

O(x) - nv(2.2,1)

and the flexible modes:

j(x) = COS j= 1,2.... (2.23)

14



The modes satisfy the orthogonality relations

.L .. (x)d(x)d = 6jk, LsO,(x)q(x) dx Aj6j, j,k = 0, 1..., (2.2()

where 6jk is the Kronecker delta and

Ai=w= mL 2 , j=0,1,... (2.27)

is the jth eigenvalue and the square of the jth natural frequency. Inserting the modal representation

00

u(x,t) = E Oj(x)qj(t) (2.28)
j=0

in the partial differential equation of motion for the system, multiplying by Ok(x), integrating over

the system domain, and exploiting the orthogonality relations results in the modal equations of

motion
1

4o(t) = •-Qo(t) (2.29)

and

jt(t) + Ajq1 t) = - Qj(t), j = 1,2,... (2.30)

where Qj(t) is proportional to the jth modal force, and is given by

Qj(t) = [FI(t) + (-1)jF2 (t)J, j = 0, 1,... (2.31)

The initial and final conditions for a rest-to-rest translation, given in Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13), require

that the flexible modal displacements and velocities must be zero at the beginning and end of the

control interval:

qj(0) = 4j (0) = qj(T) = 4j(T) = 0, j = 1, 2,... (2.32)

The initial and final conditions for the rigid-body mode are

qo(O) = .i(0) = 40(T) = 0, q0(T) = ?I•V'TL. (2.33)

For the flexible modes of the system, for any control F,(t) that satisfies the initial and final couditions

of Iqs. (2.32), the following convolution integrals must be satislied for modail dispil;icemnets:

Qj (r) si nwj(T - r)dT = j0, 1, 2.... (2.31)

15



and modal velocities:

frQj(T-)cos wj(T - r) dr= 0, j = 1 , 25jTJTcsiTTdrO, j 1,2,... (2.35~)

Using angle addition formulas in Eqs. (2.34) and (2.35), and multiplying the first of these by sin wT

and the second by coswjT and adding yields

oQ(r)coswjr dr = 0. (2.36)

Similarly, multiplying the first by (-coswjT) and the second by sin WjT and adding yields

1/ Qj(r)sinWirdr 0. (2.37)

Using an appropriate change of variable in these two equations and subtracting them from Eqs.

(2.34) and (2.35) results in

1T [Qj(r) - Qj(T - r)] sinwj(T - r)dr = 0 (2.38)

and
T [Qj(r) - Qj(T- T)]coswj(T- r)d r 0". (2.39)

These two equations show that if a control Fi(t) satisfies the final conditions in the flexible modes,

with zero initial conditions, then the anti-symmetric control constructed from F,(i) also satisfies

the initial and final conditions in all flexible modes. It is straightforward to show, using a similar

approach, that if the control F(t) satisfies the specified initial and final conditions for the rigid-

body mode, the anti-symmetric control F•(t) also satisfies the initial and final conditions for the

rigid-body mode. Hence, for any optimal control there exists an anti-symmetric control that is also

optimal, so a restriction to anti-symmetric controls results in no loss of optimality.

For an antisymmetric control that satisfies initial and final conditions, final flexible mode dis-

placements must be zero, so the convolution integrals of Eqs. (2.31) must be satisfied. Splitting

these integrals into two halves in time and recalling the antisymmetry property of the cont rol results

in T/2 T
Q N.)iT r)dr - r) sinw,(T - r)d- = 0, j = 1,2,... (2.40)

1/2
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Using a change of variable in the second integral so that its limits match those of the first integral,

and combining the two integrals gives the result

2 cos wi T/2 "- = =
2coswiT/2 QjQ(r)sinwj(T2 r)dr =O, j= 1,2,..., (2.41)

which indicates that, if coswiT/2 / 0, the flexible modal displacements at the mnidpoiint of the

control interval must be zero. If coswjT/2 = 0, similar steps can be taken with the final iiod;d

velocities to obtain

tT/2

2sin wjTI2j Q"(r)sin wj(T12- r)dr = 0, j = 1,2,..., (212)

which will then require the flexible modal displacements at the midpoint of the control interval to

be zero. It is straightforward to show that when the antisymmetric control Fs"(t) is applied to the

system, the rigid-body mode displacement at the midpoint of the control interval is equal to one-

half of the final rigid-body mode displacement. Hence, a necessary condition for an antisvwnmetric

control to satisfy the finwl conditions with the given initial conditions is that it nmust result in a

system displacement at the midpoint of the control interval given by

u(x,T/2) = uo/2, x C (0, L). (2.13)

It can be easily shown that this is a sufficient condition for satisfying the final conditioiis well.

Therefore, a minimum-time control that drives the system from zero initial conditions to I be system

displacement given in the above midpoint condition, with the velocity unspecified, catn be extended

anti-symmetrically in time to yield a minimum-time control for the original problem.

The results obtained thus far in this section are applicable to minimum time rest to rest control

of a large class of structures which possess one or more rigid body modes and an infinity of flexible

modes, whose responses are governed by equations in the form of Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30) rcspectlively.

This fact will be exploited in the development of a near minimum time control ni(tlhod in the fifth

chapt,'r.

The midpoint condition, Eq. (2.43), requires the parttial derivative of the dipla cemenilt witlh

respect to x to vanish over the lengtli of the syst iem at the midlpoint of tle control time inWerval.

From the second of Eqs. (2.3), the traveling wave proliles must satisfv tlie equatiaonn

(J(.r - cT/2) + I_(x + ,"'1/2) .0 r , (0, 1,). I)
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This can be related to the control inputs by using the boundary conditions with an appropriate

time shift. For example, the derivative of the right-traveling wave profile at the time T and a

location z can be expressed in terms of FIG(t) using the first of Eqs. (2.7) and a time shift of i/c

as

U;(x - cT/2) = U; (o - c(T/2 - l/c)) = -F-rFG(Tl2 - x/c), (2.45)

and the left-traveling wave profile can be handled similarly. Using these results in Eq. (2.4-1) and

multiplying by s results in the equation

FIG(T/2 - x/c) = F2G(T/2 - (L - x)/c), x E (0, L). (2..iG)

Upon introducing the variable ý = (L - 2x)/2c, this becomes

FI;(T/2 - L/2c - ý) = F2G(T/2 - L/2c + ý), ý E (-L/2c, L/2c), (2.17)

which is a necessary and sufficient condition for the system displacement to be constant at the

midpoint of the control history. The midpoint condition will then be satisfied if the displacelfent

is additionally required to be eqal to uo/2 at t = T/2 for some x E (0, L) that can be chosen

arbitrarily. Choosing the location x = L/2 for convenience, and expressing wave profiles in terms

of the generating components of the control inputs, results in the requirement:

u(L/2,T/2) = U+(L/2- cT/2) + U(L/2 + cT/2)

= U+(O - c(T/2 - L/2c)) + U_(L + c(T/2 - L/2c))
-T L FI G(r) + F2G(r) dr = -- 0. (2.48)

From the last line ahove, it is clear that the control time interval will be minimized bv iaxi-

mizing Fl((t) and boC;(t), subject to the constraint of Eq. (2.47). This result is similar to the

case considered in the previous section. llowever, because of nonzero reflections at the ends. tlhe

generating components of control inputs are not simply equal to tlw applied control inputs as

they were in the previous section. Instead, the generating coniponent of a control inplt call be

written F(;-jt) = Fj() - f;4(t), where the absorbing corn ponent is delermnined by the v'neralin g

coMpo1nent at the other end at a ttie 1/c earlier. If 1'" ,(t) and l"2;(t) are fluaxitn ized by setling

l*i(t) F( l'() 1. I the rsult will I)e

I',0;(1) =lI for (ni I )L/c < t < nLIc, n = 1.2,... (2.19)
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Figure 2.3: Generating and absorbing components of control inputs, and control history for a case
where (n - 1/2)L/c < T/2 - L/2c < nL/c

so that the maximized generating component of each control input will become a piecewise constant

"stairstep" function of time. By inspection, FIG(t) and F2G(0) are maximized for all t E (0,T/2)

subject to Eq. (2.47) if they are simply maximized up to T/2 - L/2c, and then extended for

t E (T/2 - L/2c,T/2) to satisfy Eq. (2.47), which requires them to be extended symmetrically in

time around t = T/2 - L/2c.

If the time T/2 - L/2c happens to fall between (n - 1/2)L/c and nL/c, where n is an integer, thc

generating components of the control inputs will remain constant until T/2 to satisfy Eq. (2.417).

as illustrated in Fig. 2.3. On the other hand, if T/2 -- L/2c falls between nL/c and (n + 1/2)L/c,

the generating components will have to decrease by an amount B at a, certain time before 7T/2, as

shown in Fig. 2.4. The control inputs are given by Fi(t) 7= Fi(t) + 1,A(t), where the absorbing

component is determined by the arriving wave profile and is equal to the negative of the other end's

generating component L/c earlier. When this is considered, the control inputs are found to be

B, for 0 < t < nL/c; (2.50)
Fk 1 0 , for nL/c< t < T/2;

for the case in which (n - /l2)Ll/ < T/2 - L/2c < ,f[I,, and

B, for 0 < t < 7'- (n + 1)L/c;
1,(t) = 0, for 7'- (n + l)[./c < t < T/2; .5-1

for the caise in which n Lic < T/2 - L/2c < (n + 1/2)L/c. When these control inputs are extended in

time so that they satisfy F,'(T - t) = .-'1(t), the minimum-time control for rest- to-rest t ranslatiojI
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Figure 2.4: Generating and absorbing components of control inputs, and control history for a case
where nL/c < T/2 - L/2c < (n + 1/2)L/c

of the system is obtained. Again, as in the previous section, the control can be described as

"bang-off-bang", where the "off" period in the center of the control history is required fol proper

synchronization with the wave profiles traveling through the system.

To relate these control histories to the distance translated and the time required, the displace-

ment of a point in the system at the time T/2 can be evaluated. From Eqs. (2.48) and (2.19), the

displacement at the center of the system is given by

,,(•.) _2 2 7smI +2B c +"' t 2 L L +"nB T2 _• L (n- 1) j

Tn T .. 1)
[,U- + n (n--

2'2_ 2

BL(-n 2 ) +nIT (2.52)

This is only valid if the term in braces in the equations above, which represents the amnount of time

before t = T/2 - L/2c that FIG(t) = i, is between zero and LIc. Satisfying this requirement will

identify the appropriate value of n. Solving for I' in the equation above gives the minitmum time

required to complete the control task:

IL LoK~Y (2.53F)

2n713 C

'111w rf:luired time interval can be nondinensionalized by dividing it by the time required for waves

to travel he1 length of the system, which is a lower hound on the tinie required regardless of the
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Figure 2.5: Time required for control of flexible and rigid systems

bounds on the control inputs. This gives

Lic- 2nB + n. (2.54)L/c 2nBL

From this, n must satisfy the inequalities

uos

2n(n - 1) _ - < 2n(n + 1). (2.55)

The normalized time required to execute a rest-to-rest translation of the flexible system is

plotted against the nondimensional quantity uos/BL in Fig. 2.5. Note that the solution for large

input bounds obtained in the previous section is a special case of the results obtained here. For

comparison, the time required to execute the same task on a rigid system having the same mass

is also plotted in the same figure. The solution of the minimum-time control problem for the

comparable rigid system is bang-bang, and the time required is T,,m,, = V/2uomL/B. Although

the wave speed c and the stiffness s are not meaningful for a rigid system, it is convenient for

comparison to divide the time required for translation of the rigid system by L/c, which yiells

Llc V BL

for the rigid system.

When the two curves are plotted on the same graph, it is seen that the time required for

translation of the flexible system hounds the time required for translation of the rigid system from
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Figure 2.6: Minimum time control histories for several values of uO

above, and that the two curves are tangent at discrete points. For more insight into this, consider

increasing the distance translated, u0 , from zero while all other parameters arc held constant.

Figure 2.6 shows the "bang-off-bang" control histories that result from doing this. For values of

uo less than 2BL/s, the second "bang" begins at t = L/c. As vo increases from zero, the "bangs'"

become wider, narrowing the "off" time interval. When ito reaches 2BL/s, the "bangs" meet.

and the minimum-time control history for the flexible system duplicates that for a rigid system

having the same mass. This corresponds to the first tangent point on the plot in Fig. 2.5. As ?0

increases beyond 2BL/s, the two "hangs" remain of length L/c in time, but begin to separate. S()

that an "off" interval is reestablished. The length of the "off" interval increases until it reaches

L/c and uo reaches 4BL/s. At this point, thv, length of the "bang" intervals begins to increase

from L/c, so that the "off" interval is narrowed again. When 710 reaches 8BI,/.s, the control hiistory
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again becomes "bang-bang" and the second point of tangency between the two curves in Fig. 2.5 is

reached. This pattern is repeated as u0 continues to increase, and tangent points occur whenever

uos/BL is equal to twice the square of an integer.

For large values of uos/BL, the time required for translating a comparable rigid system is a good

approximation of the time required for executing a rest-to-rest translation of the flexible system.

The greatest difference between the two is seen when uos/BL is less than one, which corresponds

to small translations with large bounds on the control inputs.

2.5 Conclusions

The minimum-time control problem associated with exact rest-to-rest translation of a simple dis-

tributed system by means of two bounded inputs has been solved using a traveling wave formulation

of the problem. The minimum-time control has been found to be "bang-off-bang", where two time

intervals over which the control inputs operate at their limits are separated by a period of control

inactivity.

It is interesting to compare the solution obtained here with solutions of minimum-time problems

for truncated modal models of the system. If no flexible modes are included in the model, the

minimum-time control is bang-bang with only one switching, and the time required is given by

the lower curve in Fig. 2.5. As flexible modes are added to the model, the number of switchings

in the control history will increase, and the time required for control will increase monotonically,

approaching an upper bound equal to the time required for exact control of the distributed system.

The control history will continue to be bang-bang, of course, but it will apl)roximate the "off"

interval in the exact solution with an interval around the midpoint of the control history that

contains increasingly rapid switching as more modes are controlled. The exact solulion for the

distributed system is much simpler than the solution for a high-order modal mnodel of the system.

and the complex switching in the control for the model can be attributed entirely to the modal

truncation in the model. It should Ie noted that the fact that the control inputs are "off" when

they are not operating at their limits can be traced to the non-dispersive nattire of thle particular

system stu(died here, and the requirement of synchronizat ion with wave profiles. For more geineral

structures, the exact miiiiiinum-ti me control can he exp[)ectIed to ho operatli •g at the in l)Ut b)o(•nd(Is

over r•ncih of the control history, Im t shonuld not he expected to) e zero over the remr ainder. From
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the exact solution obtained in this chapter, it is evident that bang-bang minimum-time control for a

truncated model may not be a good approximation of the exact solution. Observing that the exact

solution obtained here is not "smooth", a "smoothed" bang-bang control may not approximate the

exact solution any better.

2.1



Chapter 3

Pulse Response Based Control of
Linear Systems

3.1 Introduction

As mentioned in the first chapter, most methods that have been developed for rapid mianeuver of

flexible spacecraft rely on modal or state space models which represent flexible behavior explicitly.

Accurate system identification is therefore a prerequisite for these methods. This presents difficul-

ties associated with testing large flexible spacecraft, either on earth or in orbit. Truncation of the

model is inevitable, and this raises the issues of whether unmodeled dynamics will be significant in

the response of the system, and of the bang-bang minimum time control profile for the truncated

model being qualitatively quite different from the minimum time control profile for the flexible

system.

This chapter presents a new approach to minimum time control of flexible spacecraft which is

not subject to the difficulties mentioned above. The flexible behavior of the spacecraft is represented

in terms of measured response to pulses in control inputs, rather than in terms of an explicit model.

A minimum time control profile is obtained which results in prescribed outputs at the en(l of the

control task, according to convolution of the pulse response data. The main advantage of this

approach is that measurements of pulse response can be obtained much more easily and directly

than the explicit model data required for conventional approaches. There is no modal truncation

because all modes excited by the control inputs participate in the pulse response data, assuming

that the system is observable. This chapter addresses application of Pulse Response Blased Control

to linear problems, while the following two chapters address applicaltion to nonlinear inaneuver
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problems.

In the second section of this chapter, the Pulse Response Based Control (PRIC) method is

presented. The third section presents an efficient numerical algorithm for implementing PIRBC.

The effect of measurement noise on the accuracy of the final state of the system is investigated in

the fourth section. In the fifth section, a numerical example is presented. The final section cottains

a brief summary for the chapter.

3.2 Pulse Response Based Control

Suppose a linear dynamic system is controlled by a single input u(t), with no other excitations,

and its response is measured in terms of rm outputs that constitute a vector y(t). If the system

is initially at rest and a square pulse in u(t), of unit amplitude and duration At, is applied, anid

the outputs y(t) are sampled every At for a total time nAt, an in x n pulse response matrix 11 is

obtained, of the form

IH - [y(nAt) y((n - 1)At) ... y(At)

= [h, ... hn, (3.1)

where the order of the output vectors is reversed for use in a convolution sum. Note that the

matrix H is a flankel matrix. Suppose the system is initially at rest I a control profile u(t) that

is constant over each time step At between t = 0 and t = nAt is applied to the system, so that the

control input is equal to ui over the ith time step. Then the output vector at nAt can be found by

convolution, because of the linearity of the system. Each value uj is multiplied by a vector in the

pulse response matrix H, so that the output vector is given by

n
y(nAt) = Zlhiui = Hit, (3.2)

j=1

w here it [ILI 1.2 " 1" ]T. Note that this control profile is piecewise colnstan t. a•id riot a

s,,ries of spike-like inmpulses. Obviously, other types of pulses (e.g., triangu •ar) could [)v used to

obtaini other types of control profiles (e.g., piecewise linear).

If there are p inputs, the scalar entries ?ij in the vector it are replaced by the sum vect ors

it, = (?II.i . .... ip" IT and the vectors hi imust be replaced ).y m x 1) suhmal ri(ces If,. The pulse

rsponrse mlat rix Ii is t hen filled )y applying pulses in one cont rol input at a ilne. anld sampling the
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outputs resulting from each pulse every At over an interval of length nAt. The outputs resulting

from a pulse in the first control input will fill the first vector of each submatrix Hi in H, and each

of the other p - 1 columns in a submatrix Hi will be obtained from response to a pulse in another

control input.

If a control task that consists of driving the system from rest at t = 0 to a desired state at

a time tf = nAt is successfully accomplished by a piecewise constant control profile of the type

described above, the set of linear equations

y(tj) = Hlu (3.3)

must be satisfied by the control profile u, where the vector y(tj) contains outputs consistent with

the desired final state of the system. Also, if there is no excitation of the system after tf, the

equations

y(tf +jAt) = [ -Itj H2-j ... H ]-j u (3.1)

must be satisfied, where the time-shifted submatrix IHk-j contains outputs measured (n - k+ 1) +j

time steps after applying test pulses in control inputs, and where the outputs y(tj +jAt) must be

consistent with the desired state of the system at tf, with free response after t1.

These observations suggest the following approach for minimum time control pioblemns: Find

the smallest integer number of time steps n such that there exists a control history vector IL E

[uT UT]T satisfying the equations

Fu = t ! (3.5)

and the input bounds, typically of the form

Bi <K <p •u , j = l,...,p; I = 1 .... ,7, (3.6)

in which M' and Bu are lower and upper bounds for the jth control input. The ve•tor 7j1 countains

outputs at tf and at I time steps afterward:

?1(ff + At)
Yf jAi+A)(3.7)

!2(lj + IAI)
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and the matrix H is given by

[Hf H2  ... Hnf Ho HI ... H1n-1 (3.8)
.H1-1 H2_1 ... HnI

Satisfaction of Eqs. (3.5) is a necessary but not sufficient condition for accomplishing the control

task exactly. An important question is how precisely the final state of the system is specified by

these equations. If the system is of finite order with state equations in the standard form

S= Az + B u, (3.9)

where z is the state vector and A and B are constant, and the outputs are related to the states by

the equation y = Cz, then the vector -g is given by

Cl
= I (3.10)

where li =- eAAt is the state transition matrix for the time step At. It is apparent from this that if a

finite-order system is observable by means of the outputs in y, then the final state can be specified

exactly by this approach. In general, if there are s states and the rank of HI is r, then the final

state z(tf) is confined to a subspace of order s - r.

Flexible spacecraft are distributed parameter systems of infinite order. However, practical

considerations ordinarily require finite-order representation for control, typically using a truncated

modal model. The PRBC approach outlined above, on the other hand, can be used on linear

distributed parameter systems without any explicit modeling. In addition, because all modes

can participate in the pulse response measurements, there is no modal truncation in the system

representation used by PRBC. By specifying the outputs at the final time tj and at I time steps

afterward, PRBC places a finite set of constraints on the final state, as mod.JL methods do when

the final states of a finite number of modes are specified. An important. difference between the two

is that there is no assumption of finite-order dynamics for the system in PR BC.

If actuators do not respond instantaneously to control commands, but instead exhibit linear

response behavior, the actuator dynamics can be considered part of the system (lynamics. S( juare

pi tsvs in control commands, rather than in the actual forces or moments applied Io thew syste(m,.
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are used to obtain pulse response data, and the vector u represents command profiles rather than

force or moment profiles.

The outputs in y will typically include measurements of response quantities that are most critical

to the performance of the spacecraft. Therefore, specifying these outputs will have the natural effect

of specifying the final states of modes that are most important to performance, without explicit

consideration of which modes are most important. In comparison with the conventional modal

approach, which requires explicit identification of modes from response measurements and explicit

modeling of response in these modes, PRBC is a more direct approach.

Ordinarily the inertial properties of spacecraft are known with a high level of accuracy, especially

in comparison with modal properties. If this is the case, it is straightforward to determine the

response of a structure in its rigid body modes to pulses in the control inputs, so that the desired

rigid body mode states at the final time tf can be included in the vector of specified outputs pi.

Of course, if pulse responses are known accurately for any flexible modes, their final modal states

can also be included in Yr.

The matrix ff is obtained by simply collecting measurements of pulse response, and it will not

necessarily be of full rank. This can lead to numerical difficulties in the solution of the optimization

problem, because the equality constraints will not be linearly independent if 11 is rank deficient.

This problem can be easily handled by finding the singular value decomposition of 717, so that

-ff = UEVT, (3.11)

where U and V are square orthogonal matrices containing the left and right singular vectors of 7?,

and Y is a rectangular matrix consisting of a diagonal square submatrix containing singular values

of 7I, with null columns appended on the right to make the matrices conformal. If a tolerance ( is

chosen so that singular values less than c are taken to indicate rank-deficiency, then the matrices U,

S and 1' can be obtained from U, E and V by retaining only the columns associated with singular

values greater than c. A maximal set of linearly independent equality constraints that agree with

the original, possibly dependent, equality constraints can be written as

fT 11 --- f • -I •T(3.12)

Evxen if the original equality constraints are linearly independent, this step caii iniprove intierical

('owlitionling because of the orthogonality of the columns of I'.
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It is worth noting that since the matrix H" is a generalized liankel matrix, the riaximum rank

of 71 that can be obtained by adding rows corresponding to outputs at additional time steps is

equal to the maximum order of a system model that can be realized from tile outputs in y,25

3.3 An Algorithm for the Optimization Problem

The Pulse Response Based Control method addresses the minimum time control problem by find-

ing the minimum number of time steps for which a control profile exists satisfying the equality

constraints of Eq. (3.5) and the input bounds. The resulting numerical optimization problem is

therefore an integer programming problem. In this section, an algorithm is presented for solving

this integer programming problem using standard linear programming methods.

Before the problem is solved for a given control task and time step size At, the number of lime

steps for which outputs must be specified in -g, in order to adequately specify the desired final

state of the system, is not known. If this and the minimum time required for control, tf, were

known in advance, a piecewise constant approximation of the minimum time control profile could

be obtained by simply finding a vector u satisfying the equality constraints and tile input bounds,

with a number of time steps n in the control profile such that nAt > if. To verify that it is a

minimal number of time steps, it is only necessary to show that no feasible solution exists with

n - 1 time steps.

However, both ti and the number of time steps for which outputs must be specified are not

known in advance. Perhaps the most straightforward approach to the problem is to begin by

including only the final rigid body mode states and the outputs at the final time in if, and

incrementing the number of time steps in the control history until a feasible solution u can be

found. Then the desired outputs for ti + At can be added to -1j, and the number of lime steps

i can be increased again until a feasible solution is found. When including outputs for motre

imne steps in i9 no longer causes the number of time steps in the control histo (y or lhe coln trol

profile u to change, it can be concluded that a control profile which achieves the desi •ed lini al

.state in a minimal number of time steps ha"s been foi(nd. The disaldvantage of this applroach is its

coin piitational expense. If the control profile is to be accurate, Ihe timve step Al miiiu:t be small.

'This implies that there will be a large number of uinknowns in tile ecdor uit so 1hat investigating
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existence of feasible solutions will be costly, especially if it must be done for many values of n.

The number of values of n for which existence of feasible solutions is investigated can be reduced

by getting an inexpensive estimate of tj with a larger time step size and therefore fewer unknowns

in the vector u. Once pulse response data for pulses of width It has been obtained in a matrix

Hf%ýt, it is straightforward to obtain a pulse response matrix for pulses of width qAt, where q is an

integer:

q22
HqAt=[jtI~x ttqAt . . .l Htt II,' .. 3.

Hi11 i q i

Then each entry in a corresponding u vector gives the value of a control input over a time interval

of length qAt. The approach taken in the algorithm presented here is to recursively generate pulse

response matrices H2At, H 4At, 8 etc., by adding consecutive pairs of submatrices II, for one

step size to obtain submatrices for a step size twice as large. Then the minimum time problem is

solved first with the largest step size, and this gives a starting point for solving the problem with a

step size half as large. The problem is solved with successively smaller step sizes until the original

time step size At is reached.

There must be a criterion for determining when the control problem has been solved accurately

enough to change to a smaller step size or to ultimately consider the problem solved. As all indicator

of how accurately a given control profile causes the system to reach the desired final state. using

only information available from pulse response data, the outputs for several time steps after the

end of the control history, for which outputs have not been specified, are obtained by convolution.

This is done for the first time, for reference, with the first minimum time control profile folund, for

which only the final rigid body mode states are specified and the largest time step size AT0 is used.

A vector (Vusp.)0 is defined as { e(tf)
e- t. 1 ~e (3.1 f)

e(tj + kATo)

where each vector e is the error in the output vector y, k is an integer, aund( If is the final time

obtained for this profile. For each new control profile obtained in the algorithin, a vectorf }
e(tun. + A7()(

ItT,,np. •:(3•. 15)

C'I ,•,n. + kATo)
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is obtained, where tunsp. = tia.t + ATe, where tt,,t is the last time step for which outputs have hcen

specified for the current profile. The ratio of norms of these two vectors

R I= IICn.ip.I12 (3.1(G)
11T np)112

is used as an indicator of how accurately the desired final state has been achieved. In principle, if

the control task is accomplished exactly, there will be no error in outputs at any time after the end

of the control history. In implementation of the algorithm, allowable values for R must be specified

for each change in time step size and for final termination of the computation.

The following is an outline of the algorithm for solving the numerical optimization problem

encountered in PRBC:

1. Obtain pulse response matrix 1I for time step At, from measurements of the systeni response.

Also, given the system's inertial properties, calculate the matrix of pulse response in rigid

body mode states 1R, for which the number of rows will be equal to the number of specified

rigid body mode states.

2. From these matrices 1A' and HA", obtain 11214, I'PAt, etc., and IP2, 1j4At, etc., as de-

scribed earlier. Set AT equal to the largest time step size for which these matrices are

generated.

3. First, solve the problem for the time step size AT considering only rigid body mnode states.

(a) Choose a number of time steps n > tRWI3D/AT, where tIRIGJD is the minimum time

interval in which the desired change in rigid body mode states can be accomplished wit h

a set of p ideal control inputs having the given input bounds. If actnator dynamics are

significant, n should be increased accordingly, but it is assunied for simplicity that 71 is

chosen so that it is not possible to achieve the final rigid body mode states with fewer

than n time steps.

(b) Choose an initial guess lto appropriate for the control task at band. For example, a

bang-bang profile is likely to he a suitable choice for a rest-to-rest manceiver. \VWi111 ite

desired final rigid body mode states in the vector yN , obtain the error reslinliiig from

the initial guess as e = Yjq - l . Solve an atixiliary problem to leterinine whewher a
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feasible solution exists with n time steps, by nininizing J = w, suhject to tlw equiality

constraints

[H=AT e (31.17)

the input bounds, and the inequality w > 0, where iw is an artificial variable. The upper-

bounded simplex method2 6 is appropriate since the unknowns are subject to both upper

and lower bounds. If J cannot be driven to zero, the number of time steps must be

increased. If J = 0, a control profile achieving the desired final rigid body mode states

has been found. This profile will be modified over the course of the algorithm until the

final solution is obtained. The norm of the error in unspecified outputs at the finl;d time

nAT and at several later time steps is calculated for comparison later in the algorithm.

4. Solve minimum time problems with outputs specified for an increasing number of time steps

at the end of the control profile.

(a) So that outputs can be specified at the final time, set

--= [ lIY.I[=IIAT .

Find a control profile resulting in the desired rigid body mode states and out puts at lie

final time, if one exists, by computing e = "#f - Tlu, where Uf now contains bothi tue

final rigid body mode states and the outputs at the final time, and solving an auxiliairy

problem as in 3. (b) above. Note that e is nonzero only in entries corresponding to

newly applied constraints. Also, in the implementation of the simplex met hod, after

e.,ch iteration it is only possible for these new constraints to be violated, since tle

equation analogous to Eq. (3.17) will always be satisfied, with rnonotomicillv decrea.si lig

values of w.

In general, outputs will be spvcified at the first. time step of lengt h AT at tle end of tle

control history for which outputs hiave not, y. been spvcilied. Then the IiIt mlix 11 will

take tnHe form A 1 AT

1 1 = ~r[In

0 "
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with a new row added each time outputs are specified for an additional time step.

Similarly, a new subvector of outputs will be appended to Df e,-ch time outputs are

specified for another time step.

(b) If J = w for the auxiliary problem cannot be driven to zero, the number of time Steps

n must be >:icreased by one. If J = 0, compute unspecified outputs at time Steps at the

end of the control profile, and check whether the ratio R is less than a value .qpecifi(d

by the user for the current step size. If not, specify outputs for another time step. firid

a feasible control profile, and check again. If so, decrease the time step si,:e by ha1lf.

5. To continue with a time step of h-alf the size, set AT = AT/2 and n = 2n. The current

control profile u is converted for the smaller step size by inserting, after th•o subvector for

each time step, a duplicate copy of that subvector. Converting u for the smaller stop size

doubles the number of entries in u that are not equal to one of the bounds, so half of these

which are closest to bounds are made equal to bounds while the rest are retained as basic

variables. The equation !Hi t is then solved for the basic variables. If any of these are

found to violate a bouad a small auxiliary problem, involving only those variables which were

not equal to bounds upon changing to a smaller step size, is solved to obtain a basic feasible

SO u 'Ion.

When the time stop size has been halved, the existence of a control profile satisfying lhe same

set of equality constraints and the input bounds, and having fewer time steps than the new

value of n, must be investigated. Frequently the final time can be reduced (ie to the ability

to resolve the control profile more accurately with a smaller time stelp. The exisieice of a

feasible control profile having n - 1 time steps is investigated by dleternilnimu, wvhe her I le

control inputs for the first time step can be driven to zero in a feasible solu i: i,,n. For each

positive (negative) entry ?tn,l in Ui, the lower (upper) bound is re.set to zero, and a coefficint

ej is set to (minus) one. Then the objective function .1 = hi'= .( s m1 inimized subjoelt

to Ile equality constraints and the input bounds. If .1 = 0. a control profile wilh n - I stops

has een fourind, an(I I lie existence of a control proflile wil h nme feiwer I ie itep I it vest i'g;t eld.

When J 0- 0, a minimal number of titte steps lihis been foiund for which a fe'asile cow nld

profile with lhe tirne step size AT exists. At this point, lie nimher of time siep. for which
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outputs are specified is again increased, starting with the time tj + AT', since outputs have

already been specified for tf, t1 + 2AT, tf + 4AT, etc. This corntinues until the ratio R

decreases below the value specified for the current step size. Then the time step size is halved

again.

Sampling for the ratio of output error norms R should be done each time with the largest

step size AT0 that is used at first, so that even though the step size is halved repeatedly, the

length of time over which the system response is monitored in R remains consistent.

6. When the time step size At is reached, the minimum time control profile can be approximated

with the maximum accuracy permitted by the pulse response data. The number of time

steps for which outputs are specified is increased until the ratio R decreases below the value

specified for the final result. At this point, the final time should have stopped increasing

with the specification of additional outputs, since the desired final state of the system should

be obtained very accurately. Since the control inputs are required by the simplex method

to be equal to bounds for as many entries in u as possible, the control profile can usually

be improved, in terms of the control effort expended and the smoothness of the profile, by

minimizing the quadratic objective function J = uJi subject to the equality constraints

Tfu = -jf and the input bounds, with the same number of time steps.

The algorithm is demonstrated in the numerical example section of this chapter.

3.4 Effect of Measurement Noise

Noise in the pulse response measurements will result in inaccuracy in tOe I matrix, and this will

lead to error in the predicted outputs at the end of the control task. This section examines the

relationship between measurement noise and error in the predicted outputs at the end of the control

history.

For a single input system, the predicted outputs at tj = nAl are given b,

n

hi f,, = IS(,1)
t= i

if i contains pulse response measurements that are sn bject to noise. An error vector can be delined
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as

ej = hi - hi,(3.19)

where hi is a measurement vector without noise. The expected outer product bIetween two error

vectors is

E[eieT] = Cebij (3.20)

if the error in measurements is zero-mean and uncorrelated in time, where ht' is the error vector

covariance matrix and bij is the Kronecker delta. In the limit as At approaches zero. the pulse

response of the distributed system is proportional to At, because the impulse associated with

a pulse of unit amplitude and duration At is proportional to At. If measurement hardware is

selected appropriately for the signal levels encountered, the mean square error can be expected to

be proportional to the mean square signal in the pulse response measurements. This will make K,

proportional to (At) 2 , or 1I/n 2 if tf = nAt is held constant.

The mean or expected value of j,(nAt) is given by

Py = E[j(nAt)] = j E[fi]ui = IHu = y(nAt), (3.21)
i= I

if ei is zero-mean. The covariance matrix for i(nAt) is

= E[Ze eiZeTui]
i=1 j=1

n• n

= ZZuiujKbij • nB 2K,, (3.22)
j=1 J=l

where B is an input bound. Since K, is proportional to 1/n2 , K.' is proportional to I/n. This

result reflects the averaging of error that takes place in the convolution sum in the PRIBC method.

It should be pointed out that the effect of error can be reduced by the usual approach of

obtaining multiple sets of measurements and averaging the results. For PRBC, as it has been

described here, this would require generating 1! repeatedly and averaging the different versions

ol•tajned. It is straightforward to show that when this is done, the error covariance matrix A', is

inversely proportional to the number of samples averaged. It. should he invitioi(ed that. there is

ii va;Lst literature on adaptive filtering and identification tech iii(jues that would be ap)llici(l)]e for

oltai iniig and coitinually refininig I1 in a. practical setting.
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A final consideration for this section is that if the pulse response mieasuremients are corrupted

by noise, a control history u that drives the system to the desired final state will not satisfy the

equations flu = where H contains noisy data. For this reason, it may be advisable, for example,

to replace the equality constraints in the algorithm of the preceding section with pairs of inequality

constraints that require the predicted outputs to be within some tolerance of the desired outputs,

where this tolerance would be based on measurement noise statistics.

3.5 Numerical Examples

In this section, the results of implementing PRBC on two simple distributed parameter systems

are presented. The first system is the second-order system of the last chaptei, so the exact solution

of the minimum time control problem is known. The second system is a beam in translation, for

which the exact solution is not known.

Second-Order System

For this system, the responses to pulse- in the control inputs, with zero initial conditions, must

be obtained so that PRBC can be implemented. Square pulses are applied, in the form

1, for 0<t<At; i= 1, 2. (3.23)Fit=0, for t> At;=

where it can reasonably be assumed that At is less than L/c, which is the time required for a wave

to travel the length of the system, and one half of the period of the first flexible mode of the system.

For determining the response of the system to these pulses, it is convenient to use the traveling

wave representation of the last chapter, which is exact. For zero initial conditions, the wave profiles

can be taken to be zero over a certain range of their arguments:

U+(ý) = U_ () = 0, 0 < ý < L. (3.2.1)

For response to a pulse in Fl(t), the right end of the system is free, so its boundary condition

be(cOllleS

"ThL =X4 = o. (3.,)

Inserting the traveling wave representation in this boundary condition results in

.so
c-(-i+( i - 0) +4 U_(x + = 0. (3.26)

Cat
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Integrating with respect to time gives the result

U_(L + ct) = U+(L - ct), i > 0, (3.27)

which can be written

U_(ý) = U+(2L - •), > L. (3.28)

From this and the initial values of the wave profiles, it can be observed that

U_(ý) = 0, 0 < ý < 2L. (3.29)

Using a similar approach on the left end boundary condition gives the resitlt

sOUz- ct) - U..(x + =-S-- ( +(x O -U ( ct))l o FE (t), (3.30)

which yields, upon integration,

U+(-ct) = U_(ct)±+ cjFi(r)dr, t > 0. (3.31)SdO

Making the change of variable • = -ct, the wave profile U+(ý) is found for all relevant values of its

argument to be
0, for L> >0;

for 0 > > -cAt;

'S
+()= cat frct> >-2;(3.32)

U+(2L+ ý)+--, for< -2L;
S

and U_(ý) is given in terms of U+(ý) in Eq. (3.28), so that the wave profiles appearing in the

traveling wave representation of the system displacement are now known. The system velocity is

given in terms of the wave profiles as

it(x,t) = -cU;_(x - ct) + cU*. (x + ct), (3.33)

where asterisks denote differentiation of wave profiles with respect to their arguments. Pulse

response measurements that would be obtained by displacement or velocity sensors at arbitrary

locations are now available. The system response to a pulse in 12(I) ran be ,!)rained in a similar

man nor.
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For this system, the response in the rigid body mode is equivalent to the motion of the rna-ss

center, which is governed by the equation

mL ic = F1 (t) + F2(t), i > 0, (3.3.1)

where UG is the displacement of the mass center. The displacement and velocity of the mass center

in the response of the system to a pulse in either control input are therefore given by

Uc(t) = (2t - At)At for t > At (3.35)
2mL

and
At

itG(t)=- fort > At. (3.36)
mL

Because the control profiles for the exact solution of the minimum time control problem are

piecewise constant, they can be obtained by the PRBC approach if the intervals in the control

history over which the control inputs are constant are divisible by the time step At. For this

reason, the results of this example will be presented by simply telling how many time steps at the

end of the control history must have outputs specified in order for the exact solution to be obtained.

Tile rigid body mode states at t! are specified in all cases, and the other outputs that are specified

are simply the displacement and velocity at locations x = 0+ and x = L-, which are infinitesimal

distances from the ends of the system, at t1 , t1 + At, t! + 2At, etc. The time step At, which is the

duration of the pulses in control inputs and the sampling interval for measurements, is taken to be

0.1Lic.

Table 3.1 shows the number of time steps for which the displacement and velocity at the ends

of the system must be specified to obtain the exact solution of the minimum time problem. The

minimum value of tf is varied by changing the input bounds according to the result from the last

chapter

B = u0• (3.37)
2n(t! - nL/c)'

where nL/c < tf < (n + I)L/c. Values of zero in the table indicate that specification of only the

rigid body mode states at the end of the control task was sufficient to obtain the exact solution of

the minimum time problem using PIRBC. This is the case whenever the exact solution happens to

be bang-bang, which is true when tf is equal to an even multiple of LJe. ks the number of tiinc

step)s for which outputs are specified is increased for a given vallue of B, the residual energy at, the
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Table 3.1: Number of time steps for which outputs must be specified to obtain exact solution

N Noof tf No.fNoof f No. of t r No. of No.of

A__s _t's At's A., At' s 4 Ats Ot's

1.1 2 2.1 0 3.1 2 4.1 1 5.1 2 6.1 1

1.2 8 2.2 1 3.2 7 4.2 1 5.2 7 6.2 2
1.3 6 2.3 6 3.3 7 4.3 8 5.3 (6 6.3 8
1.4 5 2.4 6 3.4 5 4.4 8 5.. 5 6 (6,41 6

1.5 4 2.5 6 3.5 5 4.5 6 5.5 4 1 6.5 6
1.6 4 2.6 4 3.6 3 4.6 4 5.6 3 6.6 6
1.7 1 2.7 3 3.7 3 4.7 3 5.7 2 6.7 3
1.8 1 2.8 2 3.8 2 4.8 2 5.8 1 6.8 2
1.9 0 2.9 2 3.9 1 4.9 2 5.9 1 6.9 2
2.0 0 3.0 1 4.0 0 5.0 1 6.0 0 7.0 1

end of the control task, obtained through simulation, typically decreases slowly until out puts are

specified for the number of time steps given in Table 3.1, at which point it suddenly docreases by at

least several orders of magnitude. The final control history that is obtained agrees with the exact

one extremely well, although typically not to full machine precision. For all of the cases reported

in the table, the residual energy at tf is less than 0.01% of the maximum amount of energy in

the system over the control history. Of course, once enough measurements are specified to obtain

the exact solution, any additional specified measurements that are consistent with the d,:.ild fiii;l

state of the system will also be satisfied.

These results demonstrate that PRBC can obtain the exact solution of a minimum time cont rot

problem, if that exact solution can be represented in terms of the type of pulses used to generate

pulse response measurements. Of course, it is unusual to be able to represent the exact solution

exactly in terms of these pulses, so the best that can be hoped for is that PRTIC will be able to

produce the most accurate solution available with a given time step size, in terms of achieving a

minimal final time with minimal error in the state of the system at the end of the control history,

which can be measured in terms of residual energy. The next examl)le will address how well I' R 1(

can achieve this.

Fourth-Order System

In this examplpe, PRlIIC is uised to solve the inimumlii 1111 tilme conirol problem for transv'erse r(,st-

to-rest translation of a slender beami using Ihounided force inputs at its two ends. Although PIII(,
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as presented in this chapter, is intended for any structure that exhibits linear behavior, a uniform

beam is used for this example because the infinity of modes are known. This means that modal

truncation effects can be virtually eliminated in simulation.

The motion of the beam is governed by the equation 22

Ea4v(X, t) 92v(X, t)
EI X4 +M at2 = 0, -L/2 < x < L/2, (3.38)

in which v(x,t) is the transverse displacement, El is the flexural rigidity, m is the mass per unit

length, and the length of the beam is L. For this problem it is convenient to locate the origin at

the center of the beam. Shear deformation and rotatory inertia are neglected. There is no moment

applied at the ends of the beam, and the beam is controlled by transverse force inputs at its ends,

so the boundary conditions are

E 0 2 Ver, t ) 0~, El OIV(X't) I -F 1(t), El 49V(Xt) -- F2 (t). (3.39)
ax 2  Ix=±L/2 = 1X3  I x=-L/2 =O(X 3  I = L/2

The control task consists of translating the beam a distance vo as quickly as possible, with no

residual vibration at the end of the control task. Hence the initial and final conditions are

v(x,0) = i(x,0) = i(x, tf) = 0, v(a,,t1 ) = v0, -L/2 < x < L/2. (3.40)

For this example, it is assumed that there are displacement and velocity sensors at the ends of

the beam. Because of the symmetry of the system and the control task, it is sufficient to consider

outputs from only one end of the beam. For the same reason, the force inputs are taken to be

equal, i.e.,

F(t) t) = F 2 (t). (3.41)

The force inputs are taken to be nonideal, with their dynamic behavior governed by the first-order

ordinary differential equation

P(I) + aF(t) = u(t) (.-12)

in which lL(t) is the force command, and 1/a is the time constant for the actuators' resi)onse.

A piecewise constant approximation of the minimum time profile in u(t) is to be ol)tained using

I'R.IC, with u(t) subject to the bounds Iu(t) _< B.

A modal simulation is used to generate pulse response data for tle system, witl modal trun-

cation efrects reduced to a negligible level by including as ma ny as one hundi-ld symel ric modes
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in the model. The natural modes of vibration form an orthonormal basis for the response of the

system, so the displacement v(x,t) can be rtprosented in terms of the eigenfunctions 0r(Z) and the

modal displacements 77r(t) as v(x, t) 0=,o T(x)7i7(t). Because of symmetry, the antisymnmetric

modes need not be included in the analysis. The mass normalized symmetric rigid iody and flexible

modes are 2" 21 ff_.•cosa •f-•2 cofl~z+co-2- cosh I3 .z
10W 4W T c Cos 2 0)r = 1,2,... (3.43)

where the /3i's are from those roots of the characteristic equation cos,3,7 Lcosh/3,L = 1 that are

associated with the symmetric eigenfunctions. The pulse response matrix II is generated in simula-

tion by exploiting the orthogonality properties of the modes to obtain modal equations of motion,

solving for modal responses to actuator forces resulting from a square pulse in u(t), and adding up

the modal contributions to the outputs.

The statement of the minimum time problem is complete when the bound B on the control

inputs is specified. For this example, this bound is chosen based on the time (tf)RIGID that would

be required to carry out the desired translation on a rigid bar having the same mass, with ideal

inputs. The relationship between (if)naGID and the ratio B/vo is expressed in the equation

B = 2mL
VO ((3.t)

Rt)IGID

If the bang-bang minimum time solution for the rigid system is applied to the flexible system, the

residual energy at the end of the control history will depend upon how (tf)mrlD compares to the

period of the first flexible mode T. For this example, the ratio B/vo is chosen so that (if))RIGID is

equal to T/4, which indicates that a bang-bang control profile would result in a very large amount

of residual vibration. Recall that the minimum time for control of a uniform second-order one-

dimensional system with unboundcd inputs at its two ends is equal to one half of the period of the

first flexible mode. The minimum time problem to be solved, then, is for extremely rapid control

of the beam.

If the final rigid body displacement is specified in Uf, it will be obtained exactly, and the

;acuracy of the final state of the system can be measured in terms of the residual ene'rgy at the
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Figure 3.1: Ratio of output error norms R and final time tf, as outputs are specified for increasing
numbers of time steps

end of the control task, which is given by the modal sum

E~e 00 2 _((tf) + \, /2(tf)),(3,5

r=-O

where A,X = 4r2 is an eigenvalue and the square of a natural frequency. In the results presented

here, the residual energy is scaled by the maximum energy in the corresponding rigid system in its

minimum time control, which occurs at mid- "maneuver" and is gi-ven by

E2 m L Vol (3.416)
Er,,-(tAR) mo.

R~esidujal energy is not ordinarily calculated in PRBC because of the absence of a model, but it is

calculated for this example and presented as a measure of success in eliminating residual vibration,

For this example, the time constant for the force inputs is set equal to one perrenil of the first

period T. Pulse response data is generated by modal simulation for a time step size A~t equal to one

('ighltieth Of (tf)RItcGD, and then 11 matrices for pulses of width 2At, 4-At, and S \t ,are olbtainecd
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as described earlier in the section on the algorithm. The vector Uj initially contains only the

displacement and velocity in the translational rigid body mode, and then contains the transverse

displacement and velocity at one end of the beam at tf and later time steps. Figure 3.1 shows how

the ratio of output error norms R decreases, and how ti increases as the number of time steps for

which outputs are specified increases. The number of time steps for which outputs are specified is

increased until R < 0.002, at which point the time step size is decreased from 8At to 4At. For this

example, the time step size is halved whenever R is reduced to 0.002 with the current step size,

and the algorithm is terminated when this value is reached with the step size At. In all cases, R is

obtained using outputs from five time steps spaced 8At apart.

The time required for control, tf, increases from its initial value, which is slightly greater than

(tf)RGOID, to a value which is somewhat higher than the final value obtained, while the time step

size is 8At. Each time the time step size is halved, there is a reduction in tf due to the improved

resolution of the control profile. The final value of tf is equal to 0.628125T, which is about two and

one-half times (tf)RIGID, so there are about two hundred time steps in the final control profile,

and about two hundred unknowns when the time step size At is used.

7i-g-ire 3.2 shows the residual energy in the system at the end of the control history as a function

of the number of time steps for which outputs are specified. The minimum time control for achieving

the desired final rigid body mode states results in residual energy more than four times as great

as the kinetic energy in the corresponding rigid system at mid-maneuver. Initially, as outpuis -rre

specified for time steps at the end of the control task, the residual energy increases. This is because

the number of specified outputs is not yet large enough to ensure that the control profile drives

the system close to the desired final state. This is evident from Fig. 3.1, in the values of R and

ti. However, once outputs have been specified for six time steps, the residual energy and R drop

close to zero, and tf levels off at the largest value encountered in the calculations. Once outputs

have been specified for eight time steps, the residual energy is driven to less than 0.1% of the

mid-maneuver energy, and stays at approximately that level for the rest of the calculations. This

means that the main benefit resultig from continuing the computation with smaller time steps

is a reduction in tf, since the desired final state is already obtained very accurately in this early

approximation of the minimum time control profile.

It is particularly interesting to note that, even though a very large number of tnodes is used

,14
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Figure 3.2: Residual energy as outputs are specified for increasing numbers of time steps

to model this system, specifying outputs for only eight time steps at the end of the control profile

effectively specifies the final state very precisely, at least for this example system.

Figure 3.3 shoý;s the final profiles obtained for the command u(t) and the actuator force F(t).

It is obvious that these profiles are not small perturbations of the bang-bang minimum time control

for the corresponding rigid system. The PRBC approach is therefore not subject to the inherent

limitations of a perturbation approach on the rapidity of the control relative to the flexibility of

the system. The profiles are not smooth, but the residual energy is negligible. This is consistent

with the exact minimum time solution for the second-order system, and points out an important

difference between PRBC and the more conventional modal approach. When the response in a finite

numbner of modes is considered, it is often helpful to smooth the control profile to reduce unwanted

excitation of higher modes. However, since there is no modal truncation in the representation of

the system dynamics in PR.BC, this artificial smoothing is unnecessary. A final observation related

to the control profile is that if there is a finite time constant characterizing the actuator dynamics,
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position and excite quite a bit of flexible response. However, this flexible response is eliminated by

the time the control task is completed.

Table 3.2 shows how much computation time was spent approximating the

c'ontrol profile with cacti time step size AT, on a Sun SPARCstation 2. The number of unknownis

hi the control history given in the table is for the final result obtained with mach ttme step sizec

thero the table it is evident that in the computaeion dot e with the largest thie step size, the

algoriths uses only a small fraction of the total computation time to obtain a reasonably accurate

;ilproxiiation of tj and the tieinum time control profiles for the control task. is evideet from

Frigs. 3.1 and 3i2. Once e hvse rtshlts have been otaiiond, d he awiounth of computatioe t al Sie st
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Figure 3.4: Deflected shape of the beam at various times during control history

be dtone with smaller time steps and more unknowns is quite modest. If thle existence of fea.sible

control profiles with final times ranging from (tf)R;t~tD to the minimum tj* for the flexible problem

were to be investigated with the time step size At, much more computation would be required.

Thle total computation time is less than twenty-five seconds on the Sun SPARCstation 2, which

is not a p~articularly fast machine for floating-point computation compared to other workstations

7i

thaft are currently available.

A minimum norm control profile with. the same final time t1 can be obtained if desired. Fur I his

proiblern, solving the associated quadratic programming problem requires about seventy-five secondls

of additional computation time, and results in a control profile tha~t dloes not dlifter substantially

from the one shown in Fig. 3.3.

The qallaity of tht., results obtained using the P RBC algorithm is evident from the fact. that+ it

is evident that no control history with the ti in step size Al that sat isfies the equialityv consitrainlts5

Oil .y exists with fewer time steps. Also, the timen step is small enhough th~at t he con trol profile is
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Table 3.2: CPU time for each time step size

Time step Number of steps CPU time'
size AT in control history (seconds)

8At 27 3.15
4At 51 1.84
2At 101 5.05
At 201 14.49

Total CPU time 24.53
*CPU time for Sun SPARCstation 2.

divided into over two hundred time steps, and At is less than one third as long as the time constant

for Lhe control inputs. Finally, the residual energy in the system is extremely small, and the desired

final rigid body displacement is obtained exactly, so the desired final state is indeed obtained quite

accurately.

It is true that, although there is no modal truncation or explicit truncation of a sy.wtem model

in the PRBC approach, there is truncation in the sense that the wise response matrix is of finite

order, and a finite number of outputs are specified at the final time and afterward, llowever,

it is evident from the numerical results presented here that convergence in residlual energy to an

extremely low level occurs quite quickly as outputs for additional time steps are specified. so thi~s

truncation is not likely to be of much practical significance.

The results presented for this example are obtained by PRBC without an explicit model of the

system, since the only information that is used in finding the control profile is the pulse response

data and the total mass of the system. In spite of this, a very accurate approximate solution of the

minimum time problem is obtained, with far less computation than would be required by any other

method which takes many modes into consideration. The solution obtained is for extremely

control, with a considerable amount of excitation and subsequent elimination of flexible r(sponse.

Although the PRBC method is intended for systems for which an accurate model is not availablo.

the example presented here d(emonstrates that it also provides an economical n-icns for studyinig

iniiiimuin time control of distributed systems whose properties are known accu ratelv.
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3.6 Conclusions

In tW, chapter, a powerful new method for solvina minimum time conLrol problems for flexible

structures is presented. The pulse response based control method does not require an explicit

model of the dynamic system to be controlled. Instead, it uses readily obtained measurements

of response to pulses in control inputs to obtain minimum time control profiles. Since all inodes

contribute to the pulse response measurements, there is no modal truncation in the representation

of the system dynamics. Actuator dynamics are automatically taken into account as part of the

system dynamics in this approach, if the test pulses are applied in commands to the control inputs

rather than in actual control forces or moments. The precision with which the final state of the

system can be specified using pulse response based control i• only limited by the observability of the

system with the given set of outputs. The effect of measurement noise on the accuracy of the results

obtained is shown to decrease as the pulse width decreases, due to the averaging of error that takes

place in the convolution sum used in pulse response based control. The control profile obtained

using pulse response based control is not bang-bang, which is appropriate since the exact minimum

time control profile for the distributed parameter system is not ordinarily bang-bang. A special

algorithm is developed for implementing pulse response based control, in which pulse response data

for several larger pulse widths, or time step sizes, is synthesized from the original pulse response

measurement data. Then approximations of the minimum time solution are obtained first with the

largest time step size, and then with decreasing time step sizes until the pulse width used to obtain

the original pulse response data is reached. Two numerical examples demonstrate the effectiveness

of the pulse response based control method and the efficiency of the algorithm. In the first, it

is found that the exact solution of the minimum time problem of the last chapter can be easily

obtained using pulse response based control, with outputs specified for a. small number of time

steps at the end of the control task. For the second example, the algorithm uses a modest amount

of computation to obtain an approximation of the minimum time control profile with a very small

time step size, and establishes that the number of time steps is iriinimal. The desired final state of

the system is obtained accurately, so it can be concluded that. an excellent approxinialion of tile

miniim ti m time sol ii tion is econ omicially obtai ned.
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Chapter 4

Pulse Response Based Maneuver of
Flexible Spacecraft

4.1 Introduction

In the rapid maneuver of flexible spacecraft, nonlinear effects associated with rotational stiffening

can become significant. The first chapter reviews a number of approaches that have been taken

to address these problems. In general, the objective of these approaches is to obtain a good

approximation of minimum time maneuver profiles without the computational cost associated with

solving the nonlinear two point boundary value problem arising from a straightforward application

of optimal control theory. Most of these approaches rely on an explicit modal or assumed mode

model of the structure for the design of the control.

In this chapter the pulse response based control method developed in the last chapter is extended

so that the nonlinear behavior associated with large angle rotation in maneuver problems can be

handled. This requires explicit modeling of those flexible modes in which the deviation from the

linear behavior represented in pulse response measurements due to nonlinear behavior is significant,

which is ordinarily a very small number of modes. There is still no modal truncation or explicit

modeling required in the representation of linear behavior, so the method has substan tial advantages

over previous methods. The amount of computation required for nonlinear p rol)hems is close to the

aniouint required for linear problems. In the second section of this chapter, the extension of the

pulse response based control method to nonlinear problems is presented. The thir'd section gives a

, 1fruerical exam ple. The final section contains a brief sum mary.
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4.2 Pulse Response Based Control for Maneuver Problems

The pulse response based control method developed in the last chapter can be used on distributed

parameter systems whose behavior is linear. However, for rapid large angle maneuver problems,

nonlinear behavior arising from rotation must be taken into account. Since the pulse response

measurements essentially represent a linearization about the state of tile system when the pulses

are applied, nonlinear behavior will result in a deviation from this linearization. The basic approach

for dealing with the nonlinearity is to use the pulse response measurements to obtain an initial

approximation of the minimum time control profile and the minimum time trajectory for the system,

and then to correct the pulse response measurements so that they represent a linearization about the

trajectory, at least in those modes that exhibit significant nonlinear behavior. Then the minimum

time problem can be solved again with the corrected pulse response measurements. If the new

minimum time trajectory differs significantly from the one obtained based on the original pulse

response measurements, the measurements can be corrected again so a more accurate control profile

can be found. In this section, the procedure for correcting the pulse response measurements so that

they represent a linearization about a given trajectory is presented.

For a deformable body which can undergo large rigid body displacements and small elastic

deformations, the instantaneous position vector of any point on the body is given by

R= =o + r + d, (4.1)

where no locates the origin of a reference frame and is expressed in terms of an inertial frame, r

is the position vector from this origin to the point in the undeformed position, and d is the elastic

displacement. If the vectors r and d are expressed in terms of a frame that ,otates with angular

velocity w, the kinetic energy of the system is given by

T = lt - - no- ~+ a ld.dd+ [wx (r +d)] - [Lox (r +d)] dmn+
2 2" 2 f

tzo • W x JA (r + ±d) din + ,1o Iidm, + w (I- + ti) x -ddI,. (A.2)

where Al is the total mass of the structure. It is advantageous to use a floating reference frame for

the flexible structure to simplify the equations of motion. Using the Tisserand frame,3 2'7 is

subject to the constraints

f (r + 41),din = 0, J(r + ,1) x d Idin = 0, (..3)

fd,\ I



the expression for the kinetic energy becomes, after some manipulation,

T 1 Mfa.i?1+!Iw.c ((r+d).(r+d)dm-2 Iffw.(r+d)]2dm+

2IM Id.d +,, dx adm. (4.4)

The origin of the reference frame is now located at the instantaneous center of mass of the structure,

which has PG as its position vector.

In this paper, PRBC is applied to an example problem in which a uniform Bernoulli-Euler

beam is to be rotated through a large angle in minimum time. For this beam, the transverse elastic

displacement is represented as v(x,t), and the vectors r, w and d are written in terms of unit vectors

i, j and k as r = xi, w = Ok and

I fv,(ý,t)2di(45
d(x, t) = v(x,t)j - jv<)i, (4.5)

where only up to quadratic terms in v(x,t) and its derivatives are retained. The kinetic and

potential energies for the system become

T mLr--.G+ 1 _L/2 (X)2 +(v)2 + b2 - (L/2 2 _X2 )2V 2 dx
22 JL / 2 2

and

V L EIly"2 dx, (4.6)V=-• JL/2

where m is the mass per unit length, El is the flexural rigidity, and L is the length of the beam.

The beam is controlled by transverse force inputs at its ends, so the non-conservative virtual work,

linearized in v(x, t) and its derivatives, is

bW,•c = (Fi + F2)j.6RG + Flbv(L12, t) + F 2bv(-L/2, t) + (F1 - F2) L -o. (4.7)2

Applying the extended Hamilton's principle results in ordinary differential equations for transla-

tional and rotational motion and a partial differential equation governing the flexible response. For

a rotational maneuver the translational equations of motion can be ignored and the control inputs

are related by

F,(t) = -F 2 (t) uQ). (-.8)

D)ue to the choice of the Tisserand frame the equation governing the rotation angle 0 is uncoupled

from the flexible motion and is given by

-6= Lu. (.1.9)
12
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Once the minimum time control problem associated with a given 11 matrix has been solved for a

control profile u(t), this equation can be integrated to obtain b(t), which appears in the equation

governing the flexible response and must be used to correct the pulse response measurements. The

flexible response is governed by the partial differential equation

M 6'_ t2 [L2_ 2)Mv,]=
Mt, (_--X4" 'J + Elv"'- mv=0(4,10)

with boundary conditions

Eliv" = 0, EIv" = -u(t). (4.11)
x==+L/±=lL/2

The terms involving 62 in Eq. (4.10) represent the nonlinear effects. The control inputs are subject

to the bounds Iu(t)l < B and the control task is to carry out a rotational maneuver in minimum

time, with no residual energy at the end of the task. Hence the initial and final conditions become

0(0) = 6(0) = 6(t 1 ) = 0, 0(tf) = 6o, (4.12)

and

v(x,0) = iy(x,0) = v(x,tj) = i?(x,tj) = 0, -L/2 < x < L/2. (4.13)

The modes of a free-free uniform beam can be used to discretize the partial differential equation

governing the flexible motion. The symmetric modes need not be considered due to the anti-

symmetric nature of the problem. The mass-normalized anti-symmetric flexible modes are given

by

2 sinh )3rL si hx + sin 2rLsinh I~X]

= .2 2 r= 1,2,. (-1.1 )

2 2 1
where the i3,'s are roots of the characteristic equation cosorLcosh 3r L = 1 associated with the

anti-symmetric modes. The displacement v(z,t) can now be written as

v(X,t) = E ,(;)',,(t). (1.15)
r=1

Note that the choice of the Tisserand reference frame makes the flexible (ldistlacemnent ,(x I) or-

I hogonal to rigid body motion due to Eqs. (4.3).

lor nonlinear systems the matrix If contains measureninents of the s.stem response to pulse

ii•imts and represents the response linearized about the state of the system when the p l.,s are
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applied. In order for 1I to represent response linearized about a maneuver trajectory, it must be

modified to account for nonlinear effects. This modification can be approximated by considering

the nonlinear response of a finite number of modes. Modal equations of motion are obtained by

inserting the representation of Eq. (4.15) in the partial differential equation of motion and exploiting

the orthogonality properties of the modes. The modal equations of motion are given by

p

r -+ w20 r + O y kr,77, = 2uOk(L/2), r = l,..,p,
3=1

where p is the number of modes used to model the nonlinear effects, and the geometric stiffness

coefficients k,, are given by

1 [L/2 L2 2 ,
kra = - m(- - ) 1 dx.)(7

2 J-L/2 4

Using the partial state vector x = [7 ... r7, ih ... Q]T, which does not include rigid body mode

states because the linear equation of motion for the rigid body mode remains valid, state equations

can be written as

S= (A 1 + 02 A 2 )z + Bu (4.18)

in which

Al--diag(W2) , A-- -K 0

where K contains the geometric stiffness coefficients k,,, and

B -= [ OT 201 (L12) -. 20p(LI2)]IT. (.1.20)

If the control input is piecewise constant, the solution of Eq. (4.18) is given by

X(iAt) 4D (I)iAt, (i -1)At) X((i - 1)At) +F (iAt,(i - l)At) ni

"- 4ibi-i + Fiuh, (4.21)

where the state transition matrix (D and the input matrix F have the usual definilions. From the

s•iale equations, it is evident that -0 and F depend on the angular velocity 9, which varies slowly so

that these mairices can be approximated by taking ý to be equal to (• (i- I)AI) over fle itl, h tim

step. In fact, it is convenient to parametrize them in terms of d so Ihat

4P ) (o - l)At)) , i ; I' (f(i- 1)A5)) .(2



Denoting the contribution to the output vector y from the first p anti-symmetric flexible modes by

yp = Cz, the linear relationship between the the last time step's control input u,, and y,(nAt) is

obtained using

Xn = 4Dnrn-1 + rnun, (4.23)

so that

yp(nzXt) = C + Fru,). (4.24)

A vector hNVL which represents a linearization about the trajectory in the lowest p modes, and

which will be multiplied by u,n in the convolution sum, is available from

hNn - + c(r= - rL), (4.25)

where hL is from the original pulse response measurements, and rL is the input matrix evaluated

with the angular velocity equal to that of the system when pulses in control inputs were applied to

generate pulse response measurements. Since

Xn-1 = €•n-lXn-2 + rn-ln-lv (4.26)

the vector h 1NL is given by

hNL = hn C(Ln-1 -LFL), (4.27)

where (IL is the state transition matrix evaluated with the angular velocity equal to that of the
NL

system when pulses in control inputs were applied. In general, the vector hant is given by

hn, = hn,, + C (( 'nj rn-) - (,L)F) (4.28)
\ -j=-O

Generalization of these results for the multi-input case, in which ui is replaced with ui and tile

vector aNLi is replaced with the submatrix HaNi, is straightforward.

The algorithm described in the last chapter can be used to solve the minimum time problem of

a nonlinear system by correcting the H matrix as the algorithm proceeds. The H1 matrix can be

corrected whenever the algorithm switches from a larger time step to a smaller time step, using the

last control profile obtained with the larger time step. The angular velocity history used to make

this correction can be expected to approach the true angular velocity profile as the size of the time

step is re(iuced. The effectiveness of making the nonlinear correction is illust rated in t lie numerical

example presented in the next section.
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4.3 Numerical Example

In this section, the solution of the problem described in the preceding section, which is the minimum

time maneuver of a slender beam through a large angle by means of transverse force inputs at the

ends of the beam, is obtained using pulse response based control. Tile exact solution of this

minimum time control problem is unknown. A ninety degree rotation is to be executed in this

example. The results obtained here are valid for uniform beams of various lengths and cross-

sectional properties, as long as their deformation does not violate the Bernoulli-Euler assumptions.

The bounds for the control inputs are of the form Iu(t)l <_ B. The ratio of the input bound to

the angle of rotation, B/1o, is chosen based on the time that would be required to carry out the

desired maneuver on a rigid system with the same inertial properties. For the rigid system, the

minimum time control is bang-bang, so the final time (tf)RIGID can be related to the ratio B/Oo

by considering the angle at mid-maneuver, which must be

Oo I BL ((tf)RICID) 2

2 = 2mL3/122 2 (4.29)

If the bang-bang minimum time solution for the rigid system is applied to the flexible system, the

residual energy at the end of the control history will depend on how small (tif)RcID is compared

to Ihe natural periods of the system. For this example, a time scale characterizing the dynamics

of the systcm is taken to be the period T of the lowest (symmetric) flexible mode. The ratio B/go

is chosen so that (tf)RIGID is equal to T/2, which indicates that the bang-bang control profile for

the rigid system would result in a very large amount of residual vibration. Note that the minimum

time for control of a uniform second-order one-dimensional system with unbounded inputs at its

two ends is equal to one half of the period of the first flexible mode.9 The minimum tine problem

to be solved, then, is for extremely rapid control of the beam.

The state transition matrix of the system whose state equations appear in Eq. (4.18) can be

obtained using Kinariwala's procedure.2" If 02A 2 can be regarded as a perturbation of A 1, then the

state transition matrix can be approximated as

4D(t + At, t) 1 it(t + At,t) + 02(t)• 2&(t + At,1), (.1.30)

where 'P = cA16t, and 'D2 can be obtained using

t+At
4*,2(! + At, t) = *(l + At,0)142 't1(r,!)dr. (1.31)
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If the control input is piecewise constant the solution of Eq. (4.18) can be approximated by

x(t + At) z (4t + 6 2 4-2 )Z(t) + (rl + 0212)U, (4.32)

where the matrices r1 and r 2 are available from

[t+At C+t~a7 = I -(r,t)Bdr, 1r2 - 2(r,t)Bdr. (4.33)

The accuracy of the final state of the system is measured in terms of the residual energy at the

end of the control task, given by the modal sum

1 mL 3 "2  1 o2
Eres = "2 -- i0 + Z J(ir(tf) + Arr,2(tj)), (4.34)

which is scaled against the maximum energy in the corresponding rigid system in its minimn t time

control, which occurs at mid-maneuver and is given by

lmL3 ( 20o 2

E 2 12 (4.35)

The vector of specified outputs -g contains the final rotational rigid body modal states in all cases,

so there will be no error in these states. This means that the first term in the residual energy will

always be zero. Also, il contains displacement and velocity at one end of the beam at various

numbers of time steps at the end of the control task, so that displacement and velocity sensors are

taken to be located at one end of the beam. Because only anti-symmetric modes are excited by the

anti-symmetric control, only one end of the beam needs to be considered.

The pulse response matrix If of the system is generated about the state 0(t) = 0, by means

of a modal simulation in which as many as one hundred anti-symmetric modes are included ill

Eq. (4.15) so that the effects of modal truncation will be negligible. An approximate solution of

Table 4.1: CPU time for each time step size

Time step Number of steps CPU time*
size AT in control history (seconds)

8At 22 0.37
4At 46 29.32

2At 83 56.01
At 164 87.16

Total (C)PU time 172.86

"C'PU time for Sun SPARCstation 2.
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Figure 4.1: Angular velocity profiles for nonlinear correction

ti,: linear problem associated with this pulse response matrix is obtained using a time step size

of At 1 = 8 At, where At = (tf)RIGDO/160 is the smallest time step used. This is done by using

the algorithm of the preceding chapter and specifying outputs for time steps at the end of the

control profile until the ratio of unspecified outputs R, defined in the preceding chapter, decreases

to less than twenty percent. The control profile obtained is then used to compute the angular

velocity history using Eq. (4.9). This angular velocity history is shown in Fig. 4.1 as trajectory A.

This trajectory is used to calculate -0i and ri matrices from Eq. (4.22), which are used to correct

individual columns of H4IA using Eq. (4.28). The number of modes in which nonlinear behavior

is cotisidered to make this correction can be chosen arbitrarily, bhtt for the plots of this example,

nonlinear behavior is considered in the first two anti-symmetric flexible modes. The minimum time

problem associated with the corrected H matrix is now solve(] approximaltelV using i t i ue StepI) SiZe

4f '1 At, with additional outputs specified until R is less than twenty perc(,nt of the vahle allowed

t the termination of cornputation with AT = 8At, so that the norm of unsspecilifed outputs is less
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Figure 4.2: Variation of R

than four percent of its original bang-bang value. The resulting angular velocity profile is shown in

Fig. 4.1 as trajectory B. It can be seen that there is a significant difference between trajectories A

and B. The H2At matrix is then corrected so that the pulse response measurements now represent

linearization about trajectory B, and the minimum time maneuver problem is solved with a time

step size of 2At. Finally, the matrix HAt is corrected and the minimum time problem is solved

for the last time. For each of these last two solutions, R is simply driven to less than one percent.

The trajectories C and D obtained as a result of the last two corrections are nearly identical and

hence, trajectory D can be taken to be a good approximation of the minimum time trajectory. The

minimum time of control is found to be tf = 0.5125 T with outputs specified for 22 1 irne steps after

tI.

Table 4.1 shows how much computation time is spent approximating the mininiuni time control

profile with each time step size. The number of unknowns in the control history given in the table

is for lite fiinal result obtained with each time step size. The total COMpul ation iine is less than
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Figure 4.3: Residual energy variation

three minutes on a Sun SPARCstation 2.

It is interesting to examine convergence as the number of specified outputs increases, in terms of

both R, the ratio of norms of error in unspecified outputs, and the residual energy in the nonlinear

system at the end of the control history. Figure 4.2 shows how R varies over the course of the

algorithm. Two points are plotted for the same number of specified outputs every time the time

step size is halved. The first value of R is obtained with an 1H matrix that has not yet been

corrected to account for linearization about a new trajectory, and the second value is obtained with

a corrected 11 matrix. Figure 4.3 shows how the residual energy decreases over the course of the

computation. Before the If matrix is corrected the first time, specifying additional outputs is not

effective in reducing residual energy. After the first correction, though, the correspondence between

I. and the residual energy at the end of the maneuver is much better. The residual energy for the

nonlinear system is ultimately driven to less than 0.2% of the mid-maneuver energy for bang-bang

control of an inertially identical rigid system for this case in which nonlinear behavior iii two modes
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is taken into account. For comparison, if nonlinear behavior in only one mode is accounted for

in correcting H, the residual energy is driven to 0.8% of mid-maneuver energy. If no correction

is made for nonlinear behavior, but instead the original H matrices which represent linearization

about the original rest state are used, the residual energy is driven to 20.2% of mid-maneuver

energy even though the time step is halved three times in the solution process. This demonstrates

the importance of correcting for nonlinear behavior in maneuvers this rapid. The minimum time

control profile is shown in Fig. 4.4. The control inputs are equal to an upper or lower bound for

most but not all of the control history, which would be expected for the exact minimum time profile.

Figure 4.5 shows the displacement of the beam during the rotational maneuver at intervals of

0.2tf. The (lotted lines indicate the position of the Tisserand frame. The first anti-symmetric

flexible mo(de dominates the flexible motion of the beam during the maneuver. However, at the

end of the maneu ver, the third mode dorninates the flexible behavior of the beam, contributinig as

11iucih as 71% of the final residual energy. This is because the nonlinear effects in only the firs't two
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Figure 4.5: Deflected shape of the beam during the maneuver

niodes have been ' iis Jered in correcting the pulse response measurements.

Considering the low residual energy at the end of the maneuver and the fact that the algorithin

used to solve the minimum time problems ensures that a control profile satisfying tlhe specified

constra'ints with fewer time steps does not exist, it can be concluded that a very accurate solution

of the minimrumn time maneuver problem has been found.

4.4 Conclusions

A method for applying Pulse Response Based Conlrol (PRB(') to maneuiver problenis involving

nonlinear behavior associated with rapid l;irge angle rotation is presornied. This inihod obtafins

wvvry acc::ratv approximnations of ininimium t itlnoopen loop cont rol profilhes wii hoW modal I rmicat ion

or explicit modeling in linwar 1ehavior, bnt with explicit mnodeling• of n1onlinlear 11,havir it] those

11od,,s in Which it, is significant. The cxarnplf, of thifs chapter itidicales that the number of mlode~s

that ri'lst bo kno'wnl accuiratelyv to acc'olitt for nonlinear behavior can Ihe Iopl, brh, veryý
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small, even for an extremely rapid maneuver for which a minimum time control profile that ignores

nonlinear effects results in very high levels of residual energy when applied to the nonlinear system.

This means that modal identification requirements are likely to be very low when this method is

used.
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Chapter 5

Closed Loop Near Minimum Time
Pulse Response Based Maneuver of
Flexible Spacecraft

5.1 Introduction

In the last chapter, a method for obtaining open loop minimum time control profiles for man:1euver

of flexible structures, which takes linear behavior in all modes and nonlinear behavior in those

few modes in which it is significant into account, was presented. The effectiveness of this method

in accounting properly for the dynamics of the structure is evident in the low levels of residual

energy obtained at the end of the maneuver. Although the amount of computation required for

implementation of this method is quite small, especially in comparison with methods that solve a

nonlinear two point boundary value problem, for examplP, it is quite possibly not small enough for

real time implementation on a structure of realistic modal density. Another drawback is that the

control profiles provided by the method of the last chapter are open loop profiles. and feedback

control would obviously be desirable to enable compensation for dist nrbances during the maneuver,

error in the pulse response data, unmodeled nonlinear behavior, etc.

These practical considerations motivate the work presented in this Chhapter. In recent years.

minimunm time control has often been approximated with a control consisting of ;ai ope(n,ii loop

(:com1ponent for the rigid body portion of the response and a feed back cOmp)oilent for vi bi-)m i

suppression an(l fine terminal pointing.'I's' 29 rhe' open loop component is typically 1a)ng- hal lg,

possibly "smooth led" in an attempt to redu'ce excitation of vibiration wi hiout eXp)licit ref('erence to

lhe flexible response. Siich atn open loop coiMponIn is IbsedI only oni lne rt i;l prop'rties and ( d)s
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not take flexible behavior into account, except in the heuristic approach of smoothing to reduce

excitation of unmodeled higher modes. This chapter presents a method for obtaining near minimum

time profiles that account correctly for flexible behavior, rather than relying on smoothing. These

profiles are not computed in real time, but are instead computed in advance, so the amount of

computation time required is quite reasonable in an off-line context. The amount of real time

computation necessary for obtaining near minimum time profiles for maneuver through an arbitrary

angle, from the results that have been computed in advance, is negligible.

Although there is likely to be less need for feedback control when open loop control profiles take

flexible behavior into account, the pulse response based control approach lends itself very naturally

to feedback control because the outputs that should be observed over the course of a maneuver,

including the effects of flexible behavior, are easily obtained with the same convolution approach

used to obtain outputs at the end of the maneuver. Designing a feedback control to complement an

open loop profile usually requires some compromise, because in minimum time profiles the control

inputs are equal to their bounds much of the time and cannot be modified arbitrarily to produce a

feedback component. A feedback control scheme for use in pulse response based control, which is

guaranteed to be stable even in the presence of the input bounds that are in effect for the open loop

control component, is developed in this chapter. Bounds on control inputs are commonly ignored

in the design of a feedback control component, but this implies either that the bounds for the open

loop control component are artificially low, or that saturation of the control inputs will prevent

realization of the feedback component. In some cases, input bounds are selected rather arbitrarily

and are motivated by the inaccuracy of actuators at high output levels, rather than by absolute

limits on the forces or moments they can produce. This raises the question of whether it will be

possible in these cases to realize a feedback component accurately enough for it to be of significant

benefit.

It should be mentioned that another approach to the design of feedback control is to assign

a subset of the control inputs to the open loop component and the remainder to a vibration

suppression component of the control, so that input bounds are only considered for the first subset

of the control inputs.2") Ilowevwr, this aplproach does not result in inininium time maneiver with

a giveli set of inputs, sincc sortie inputs cannot contribute to t he rigid body portion of thw cownrol

;•lrd the rest cannot be used in vibration suppression. Also, this a1pproach. while siiiplifYing th,
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design of the control somewhat, is likely to require more control hardware than a system in which

each control input can be used for both parts of the control task.

The second section of this chapter presents the formulation of the dynamic response problem for

an example system consisting of a rigid hub with four flexible appendages, and a torque actuator on

the hub and force actuators at the ends of only two of the appendages. The third section presents a

near minimum time PRBC method that requires negligible real-time computation and still results

in virtually no residual vibration. The fourth section explains how a stable feedback control can be

designed to complement a PRBC open loop control profile in maneuver problems. The fifth section

presents a numerical example, and the final section contains a summary.

5.2 Minimum Time Maneuver of a Model System

The example system for this chapter is pictured in Figure 5.1, and consists of a rigid hub with four

identical uniform flexible appendages that have identical discrete masses attached to their tips.

This system has the same inertial and elastic properties as the experimental structure used for

maneuver studies in Ref. 8. In this chapter, it is controlled by a torque T(t) applied to the hub

', VI(Xl , t)

T(t)Ft

F~t)

Figure 5.1: The model system
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and two equal transverse forces F(t) applied to the tip masses on the first and third appendages.

Using force actuators on only two appendages makes the response more interesting, because flexible

modes that involve the first and third appendages moving in opposition to the second and fourth

appendages, as well as modes involving all appendages moving in unison, participate in the response.

For this system, the instantaneous position vector of a point in the system is expressed as

R = nR +,"+ d, (5.1)

where 14, is expressed in terms of an inertial frame, and locates the instantaneous center of mass

of the system and the origin of a Tisserand floating reference frame. 27 The vectors r and d are

expressed in terms of the floating frame and are the position vector of the point relative to the

origin in an undeformed position, and the elastic displacement, respectively. The location of the

origin and the orientation of the reference frame are subject to the Tisserand constraints

(r + d)dm= 0, ( , + d) dm=0, (5.2)

where M is the total mass of the system. Because of these constraints, in general motion the frame

must rotate with angular velocity w. The expression for the kinetic energy becomes

T = -M it,-+. , w -w.wf (r+d).(r+d)dm - 1 ! P -(r+d)]2 dm

2 2JM 2 J

+ - iJdm + w. d x ddm. (5.3)

where an overdot represents differentiation with respect to time within the frame in which a vector

is expressed. This chapter will be concerned with maneuver involving only planar rotation about

the mass center, so that / 0 will be set equal to zero and w equal to 9k, where k is a unit vector

normal to the plane of the motion. With a hub radius of r and a coordinate axis of xi for the

ith appendage, a point on the ith appendage in the undeformed position is located by the vector

r(xi) = (r + xj)ii, where ii is a unit vector along the xi axis. Retaining up to quadratic terms in

the transverse elastic displacement vi(xi, t), the vector d for a point on the xi axis is given by

d(x,, 1) ; vi(x , t)ji - 21j v'(•, t), dE, ii, (5.4)

where a prime represents differentiation with respect to xi. Neglecting rotatory inertia and shear

deformation for the appendages, the kinetic and potential energies for the system become

2 if 2  l o
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(r(L- x,) + L2 - x,2 dxi + m t z,(L,t)(

2 ~)v zi ))d~+ti2Lt

+ý2 ((r +L)2 + v(L, t -(r±+L)i0L V'(Xi t)2 dxi)}

and
V -- _ EI (0•(xj, t ))2 dx, (56

2 1 0j L Si 5)

where IH is the hub mass moment of inertia, L is the length of an appendage, m is the appendage

mass per unit length, mt refers to a tip mass, and EI is the flexural rigidity. The angle Oil is the

hub rotation relative to the floating frame, and is related kinematicaly to the appendage transverse

displacements and slopes at xi = 0 as expressed in the boundary conditions given below. With the

given control inputs, the non-conservative virtual work, linearized in vi(xi, t)'s and their derivatives,

is

bwIC = T(t)(60 + 6 0 H) + F(t)(2(r + L)60 + bvl(L,t) + bv 3(L,t)) (5.7)

Applying the extended Hamilton's principle results in the ordinary differential equation

IH + 4 IL m(r + x2 dxi + 4mt(r + L)2 6 = T(t) + 2(r + L)F(t)

and the partial differential equations

m~i + Elv0" -, 2 [{ [m (r(L - xi) + L + mt(r + L) v} + mv]i 0, i 1...,4 (5.9)

with boundary conditions

V,(0,(t) = OH r, V,,(o, t) = OH, Ev,' 0, (5.10)

and
Elvr" - mt()i ±, (r + L)v) = f -F(t), i = 1,3

X,=L x,=L =0, i = 2,4
Natural modes and frequencies for vibration about a stationary configuration can be obtained by

setting T(t) and F(t) to zero, neglecting terms involving 92, and solving the differential eigenvalm

problem resulting from separation of variables. Note that since translation of the hub is not

considered, only those modes of the system for which the hub simply rotates or remains stationary

will he included. These modes of vibration can then be used to discretize the problhm, so t hat lhe

traiisverse displacement of an appendage will be represented as

(5.12)
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This discretization results in the kinetic energy expression

T = 2 1 + E ,o - kro),,Oq + E , (5.13)
r=1 j=1 r=

where I is the coefficient of # in Eq. (5.8), 6,.. is the Kronecker delta, and the geometric stiffness

coefficients ks are given by

4r IL [M V - x)
k7  Jo r((L -xi) + + +mg(r + L)] 0(xj)O'(xi) dxi (5.14)

where 0, is the rth eigenfunction for the system. It is assumed that modes are normalized with

rest_ .ct to the mass distribution. The potentiza energy takes the form

2 Wr ,,(5.15)

and the nonconservative virtual work becomes

bWnc = (T(t) + 2F(t)(r + L)) 6O + _ N7 (t)6t77, (5.16)
r=I

in which modal forces are given by

N7 (t) = T(t)0' + 2F(t)0 , r = 1,2,.. (5.17)Ix1 =0 Xl =L •"

Then modal equations of motion become

Co
2 0.

+1 r + '.71 + 0 2  (kr,- brs)9s = Nr. (5.18)
r=1

Minimum time maneuver profiles for this nonlinear system can be obtained by the approach

outlined in the preceding chapter.

5.3 Near Minimum Time Maneuver Using PRBC

Obtaining minimum time control profiles requires considerably less computation when the PRBC

approach is used than when other approaches that consider flexible response are used. However, if

this computation must be done after the total desired slew angle is determined and before execution

of the maneuver can begin, it is likely to substantially increase the time reqluired to comiplete the

maneuver. Because of this, a method for obtaining approximate liiinimu in time control proiih's

with v, rv little real time computation is needed.
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The starting point for developing such a method is the result from the second chapter that,

for linear undamped structures controlled by ideal inputs that are bounded in magnitude, it can

be shown that given any minimum time rest-to-rest control profile, a new minimum time control

profile can be constructed that is antisymmetric in time about the midpoint of the control interval.

This means that there is always an antisymmetric minimum time control profile for this class of

problems. For an antisymmetric control profile that drives the system to rest at the final time,

all of the flexible modal displacements are zero at the midpoint of the control interval, although

flexible modal velocities are nonzero at that time.9

This suggests an approach of separating the first and second halves of the control profile with a

"coast" interval of the proper length so that the final rigid body displacement is equal to the desired

value. To get an idea how much performance would be diminished by this, consider a rest-to-rest

translation of a rigid mass by means of a force F(t) subject to the bounds -B < F(t) < B. Tile

minimum time control profile for accomplishing this is bang-bang. ]Iowever, if a bang-off-hang

profile is applied to the system such that the final state is the same, it is easily shown that the

increase in the final time At1 is given by the equation

At, =l2 (AtoFF 2 AOFFr4 ( AOFF,6

tfMIN 2 tIM I -- th\ I- +0\ t, , (5.19)

where tIMIN is the time required for bang-bang control and AtOFr is the length of the "off" interval.

From this equation, if AtorF is as long as ten percent of the length of the minimum time control

history, for example, tf would only be increased by less than one-half of one percent. T1o the extent

that the minimum time control profile for a flexible structure resembles the simple bang-bang

profile, similar results can be expected. Fortunately, minimum time maneuver profiles for flexible

spacecraft resemble bang-bang profiles very closely unless the maneuver is extremely rapid.

For flexible systems, there will be residual vibration at the end of a control profile constructed

b)y simply separating the first and second halves of a minimum time antisynmetric control profile

with a "off" interval. This is because there will be response in the flexible modes during the

".off" iiterval, so the flexible mode states at the end of the interval will not be the s;mie as at

the beginning of the interval, and hence they will be incorrect at the e id of tile cont ro l profile.

Holwever, if flexible 1mode velocities, as well as displacemnents, are requirred to be zero at tlie end of

lhe first hialf of tlie control profile, so that the system is in pure rigid body motion at Ihe beginning
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of the "off" interval, there will not be any response in flexible modes during this interval. Then

it is easy to show that applying the reverse of the first half control profile at the end of the "off"

interval will result in a final rigid body displacement with no residual vibration the system is

undamped and linear and control inputs are ideal.

A set of first halves and a matching set of second halves of maneuver profiles can be obtained,

so that piecing matching halves together gives control profiles that will produce a set of final

displacements spaced over the expected range of desired final displacements. Each first half drives

the system from rest to pure rigid body velocity, with a rigid body displacement of half of a desired

final displacement, in minimum time. Each matching second half drives the system from this state

to rest as quickly as possible. It is straightforward to determine what outputs should be specified

at the ends of first and second half control profiles so that PRBC can be used to obtain these

profiles. If a final displacement ddesired somewhat greater than the one resulting from joining these

two halves together is desired, an "off" interval is inserted between them, whose length is obtained

from the equation

ddesired = dhalfl + dh.1f2 + Vh.If AtOFF, (5.20)

where dhalfI and dhalf2 refer to changes in rigid body displacement over the two halves, and

Vhalf refers to the rigid body velocity at the end of the first half. The computation required for

determining AtoFF from this equation is negligible, so as soon as the desired final rigid body

displacement is known, the pair of first and second halves that give the largest final displacement

less than or equal to the desired one can be selected from the profiles that have been computed in

advance, and the maneuver can begin almost immediately.

Note that control profiles constructed in this manner, even with an "off" interval of length

zero, are not minimum time profiles because of the added constraint of zero flexible velocity at the

midpoint of the maneuver. In fact, for structures that are damped or are subject to nonideal inputs

or nonlinear effects, flexible modal displacements are also nonzero at the midpoint of a minimum

time control profile. This means that for these systems the constraint of zero flexible displacement

at mid-maneuver, which must he added to ensure that there will be no flexible response during the
"Ioff" interval, is another constraint that the miinimum time solution does not satisfy. Anolhwr point

OD11 i Iplol)nentation of the method on these systems is that the changes in rigid bo(Iv displ.•cements
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Figure 5.2: Maneuver time for rigid system (solid line), nonlinear flexible system (dashed line), and
near minimum time method (line segments), for a very rapid maneuver

dhalf I and dhalf2 will not necessarily be equal.

As an example, this approach has been applied to the model system described in the preceding

section. Bounds on the torque and force inputs were selected so that the maximum moment on

the system available from the torque input is equal to that available from the force inputs. These

bounds were chosen so that a ninety degree rotation could be accomplished for an inertially identical

rigid system in twice the period of the first flexible mode of the elastic system for a first case, and

in one half of the period of the first flexible mode for a second case. This means that minimum

time maneuvers are extremely rapid, especially for the second case, and the control profiles for the

second case are quite different from a simple bang-bang profile. (For an example profile with these

in)ipt bounds, as well as all of the properties of this system, see the fifth section of this chapter.)

"ig•ires 5.2 and 5.3 are plots of the nianei ver tinie, scaled ly tlhe period of lhe fir.sl flexible

iIode, vs. the final slew angle Of for the two cases. The solid lille in eachI plot is the p)arabola
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Figure 5.3: Maneuver time for rigid system (solid line), nonlinear flexible system (dashed line), and
near minimum time method (line segments), for an extremely rapid maneuver

for minimum time control of an inertially identical rigid system, and the dashed line above this

is a piecewise linear interpolation between points for which the minimum time control profile for

the nonlinear flexible system was determined using PRBC, as explained in the preceding chapter.

The line segments above this dashed line are obtained by the near minimum time approach of this

section, where the leftmost point on each line segment corresponds to an "off" interval of length

zero, and the final time increases linearly as the "off" interval is lengthened, according to Eq. (5.20).

The leftmost point is not directly above the corresponding asterisk in many cases, because it is

possible to bring the system to rest in the second half of the control profile with a smaller change

in angular displacement than was obtained for the first half of the profile. This is a manifestation

of the nonlinear rotational stiffening effect.

For both of these cases, the maneuvvrs are so rapid that they may riot ever he representat ive of

practical problems. Hlowever, they serve to illustrate the performance of the inear mininmn in tiine
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approach. For the first case, the time required to complete the maneuver is not much larger for

the flexible system than for the corresponding rigid system, as shown by how close the dashed line

is to the solid line, and the control profiles are nearly bang-bang. The maneuver times obtained

using the near minimum time approach approximate the minimum time maneuver times very well.

For the secord case, the time required for the flexible maneuver is significantly larger than for the

corresponding rigid system, and the minimum time control profiles are very different from bang-

bang profiles. However, the near minimum time approximation still produces maneuver times very

close to the minimum times for the flexible system. Of course, it is also significant that the near

minimum time profiles result in essentially no residual vibration and require very little knowledge

of the system.

5.4 Stable Feedback Control for PRBC

The same convolution approach that is used to compute outputs at the end of a maneuver in PRBC

can be used to obtain reference outputs that should be observed over the course of a maneuver. If

nonlinear effects are significant, corrections can be made by taking into account the response of a few

modes as described earlier. Because outputs corresponding to the soiution of the nonlinear flexible

response problem can be obtained easily and with very little knowledge of system properties, PRBC

lends itself to feedback control in a remarkable way. At the same time, there will be less need for

feedback control when PRBC is used than when open-loop control is based on a rigid model of the

spacecraft, since PRBC takes flexible and nonlinear behavior into account in the open-loop contro.l

component. This section presents a stable feedback control scheme that responds to the difference

between outputs actually obtained over the course of a maneuver and those predicted using PRBC,

and also satisfies the same bounds on control inputs that are specified for the open-loop control

component.

For the model system described in the third section, the time derivative of the total system

energy is cvident from the nonconservative virtual work expression as simply

E = Tr(o + + ++F(2(r + L) +i + i,,:, ). (5.21)

The actual response of the system and the control inputs can be expressed in terms of two Coin-

Iuments, of which the first corresponds to the reference open loop PIH C solution and the second
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represents a deviation from this solution. These two components will be designated with subscripts

"0" and "1", respectively, in this section. The second component of the response can be expected

to be small, so that linearization of the response in 01 is justified. Recall that the response is

already assumed to be linear in its flexible component, and that nonlinear terms in O0 are retained.

When the (.)o terms, which satisfy the equations of motion by themselves, are subtracted from the

equations of motion, and higher-order terms are neglected, the rotation equation becomes

tiO = T1 + 2(r + L)F 1  (5.22)

and the modal equations of motion become

I, +/Wr ± rl + ' E(krs- . T.I0' + 2FO , r = 1,2,... (5.23)
3 zIX=O IjL

An energy quantity associated with the deviation in the response, in which up to quadratic terms

in (' 1 quantities are retained, is

1 (i•} + Z(/] 1 + W2,q2.) (5.21)E 2- r r •

The time derivative of El is, upon substituting from the equations of motion,
+ 2

r
-9(TI + 2 (r + L)JF1) I 3 k[(TI 01 + 2FI~kr -2 9E(krs - brs)iisiJ (5.25)

r Xl =0 l=

7xl L *3 L r 3

Note that Ti multiplies the total angular velocity of the hub, and F1 multiplies the sum of the total

transverse velocities of the ends of the first and third appendages, which will be equal accordiiig

to the motion assumptions made in the derivation of the equations of motion. WNith this result for

El in mind, the Lyapunov function

1 (11  12+ E(ii2 1 + (' 7 )) + ±2 E~ 55(A~ -rI 17+1] (5.26)
2 1 + r )r

+ 2(2(0 1 + 0111)2 + -a3(01 +0111)

(;in 1) selected. Note that this fitniction is a positive (de finite fmnction of Ithe difference from the

r (eereCeI so lition if al and a2 are positive anI(] fl:• iS is n nnegative. The fa ct that 1h1, t eri ill olvillg
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00 is nonnegative is evident from the physical argument that this term is equal to the dynamic

potential of a system having no flexural rigidity but otherwise identical to the model systern, if it

is rotated with constant angular velocity 00. The time derivative of U is

S= a, (Ti(ýi + ±11) + FI(2(r + L)ii' + tit L]=L + 6 ci3'=L))+ (61 + 01, )1(a.1(61 + 011)

+ -1(F , + ±11)) + ai0o~oEo Z(kr - r3?,7 r 7 ,sl. (5..27)
r 3

If T1 and F1 are given by

' a-2 (la + On) -3 (#1 + #III) -- •(1 + 11)a, a at

and

F= -gj(2(r + L)6I + ifIl + i,3 1 I (r5.29)
Ix1 =L x=

where a4 and gf are positive, then the time derivative of U becomes

- , = _a,, + 1 , )2 _ gfQ I,(2(r + L)d, + i 1,, L + 61 11 )2
+ a,4oE1:k,., - =. 530)

r a

Since the double sum is nonnegative for the same reason that it is in Eq. (5.27), " is fguaranteed

to be nonpositive as long as the product d(io is negative, which is ordinarily the case oVer mo0Ist of

the second half of the control history for rest-to-rest maneuvers. Note that this product involves

only quantities from the open loop solution, so that it is easy to tell when V' is guaran teed to he

n•n positive once the open loop solution has been ol)tained. For giaranteed st ability, tI l feed v c k

corn ponet of t. i control can tbe emrployed onrly when f! is gi arant eed to be nonpositive, if d(o-ired.

Of eouirs,. evon when the( term involving the product OklO0 is positive, it will be doilinl;t ed mucli

of ille timj , til' tter nlefgaitive ternis ill I"', SC lWifornmance will likel, be i\ nprovod iby cn plo\,ig

f,'od hik over dll of the control history.

Tlhiis feedthack coni trol Lmw auýsiItInes that boir rids on con trol inputs' atil hIo' i,_rilired ill n 1,

v.hjh aslo;on coillnlnot practi(e il tlhe lesi,,i of fe,,dhack contr•ol for mianetuver 1 irt,,nd s. .

Ifiii ou.(ll i llt h, Illtrilitction. Ibis, i'; ilici( isji-,t nt Wjivl rtql iricqm l intL imt homnd- to b, >-itisi,.¾ in

ihl, fiq n h(' p coiln tll t of It li cont rol. If it is, reco iieli/,d that Ih c nt nr i intro l ' li e nr- '.kitl

. ofj 1, o ifiniunnn u firm' omi tlrol iriilih'. it i>s ,vidihil th;tl if (: ,2 . h o a , i o ,ii lilO>.
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will not always be possible to realize a T1 that guarantees that U < 0. A remetdy for this is to uis

a positive sernidefinite function & of the difference from the r,fe'rence solution, in which a-2 and a•l

are zero, until the end of the open loop control profile. Ihe only component of the' sl•te of the

system that is not representedl in 61 iq thr angular displacement of the re•,.r.... •,f fraylw .. '

indicates that a feedback control based on 0 will not be effective in asymptotically driving the

final angular displacement error to zero, although the resi(ual energy will be asyIIptoti-cally driveN

to zero. With this choice of U, T, and FI become direct velocity feedhack on th• lie diF!"rerin from

the reference solution, and considering saturation of the inputs, the actual control inputs (:an Ile

written in terms of T" and F, as

( B-l, if'lb+ T, < - 1,1-
'TM)= TO + ,, if - BT ! TO+ 7 T1_ B Tr, (5.3 1

1 117., if To + T,] > BT

and

f Bi~.,, if JEo + F, < -B1 r,
F(i) = E0 ± +F,, if-lBF !_ 1 , + I"F , (5.312)

IBI-, if F0 + F, > BFp,

where rBT an(I B. are h)ou|nlds oii the magnitudes of the torque and force in p)ts. T1[ie t i re dIri v. iev

of & is thei similar to " above, and is easily shown to be nonpositive while ,u(o < 0. \\olei the

end of the open loop) control profile is reached, control input sattiration is less of a lhrai, so a

Lyapri nov flnction with positive a 2 and a,3 can be used as a basis for the feedbhack contIrol. 'IThen

any error in the angular displacement of the system will be driven to zero, so global ;asVmpl1i-c

stability will be gua ranteed for the overall control law.

Mhen this fIedback control is implenmented with the near uiiiimrum ti6ime control ,pprji;'ch of' he

lprecnc(ling section, the outputs over th(e corrse of a marennver corresp)oni(ling to nonlinear flexihlde

responlse can he Comlputed in advance for vach control profile. When this is (lone, a i•l',2.bihble

annulnit of real-time computation will I)h rerquired.

5.5 Numerical Example

Ilin princylhi. if the puls- response nrasnierinrits ;re obairedwit hout nesiir l'vnih ni.e, r lie,

110on1ilIf'r bi~liavior of t hi' sYstem is accuratlfly represented. tIli openi loop)I (oitroil ptoflh' is r''ahized

aiccurael(,y. anrd there are nio dist ulrbarces; to the sYstenil thu1rilr the course oft liel~rtuvr ther

Il i, f hard1)%k connporu''nt de1-cnihd ill th 10)pnTedIrlig sect imn v, Il helen, zlel mIs,'( lt I bll repo'Imle
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Figure 5.4: Controlled system response during maneuver

will agree exactly with the open loop prediction. Therefore a numerical example demonstrating

the effectiveness of the feedback control could e-camine its performance in the presence of noise

and disturbances of various types artificially introduced into the simulation. As an alternative to

this, the numerical example presented here will address the important practical problem of how

well the closed loop PRBC approach can execute an extremely rapid large angle maneuver with

no knowledge of the system except the pulse response measurements and the overall unideformed

Table 5.1: System properties
System moment of inertia 2128 oz-s 2-in
Hub radius 5.547 in
Appendage length 45.523 in
Tip mass 0.15627 oz-s 2 /in
Appendage Young's modulus 1.616e+8 oz-s 2/in
App. section morn. of inertia 0.000813 in'
Appendlage mass/length 0.003007 oz-s 2/iII
flub inert-ia 9.06 oz-s 2-ini

Period of first flexible mode 1.3353 sec
Force bound 1,16.83 oz
Torque bou)nd 1.1997e+-.I oz1 in
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mass moment of inertia about the rotation axis. This constraint on the explicit knowledge of the

system precludes consideration of nonlinear effects in solving for the minimum time open loop

profile because the lower modes of vibration are assumed to be unknown. The solution of the

minimum time problem is therefore somewhat less costly. For simplicity, the open loop profiles will

be minimum time rather than near minimum time profiles in this example.

For this example, the properties of the system are given in Table 5.1, and the bounds on the

control inputs are chosen as described for the second case in the fourth section of this chapter.

The force and torque bounds are chosen so that the moments that can be exerted by each type of

control input are equal, and so that a ninety degree rotation could be accomplished on an inertially

idencical rigid system in one half of the period of the first flexible mode of the flexible system. A

rest-to-rest rotation through ninety degrees is to be accomplished.

The gains for the feedback control are as follows. For this exampc-, feedback at the tip masses

over the course of the maneuver is found to contribute very little. Thererore, the only feedback

before the end of the open loop control profiles is on the hub angular velocity, with a gain of .116.2

oz.-in.-sec./rad. After the end of the open loop profiles, the gains are equal to 429.6 oz.-in./rad.

on the hub angular displacement, 573.7 oz.-in.-sec./rad. on the hub angular velocity, and 3.576

oz.-sec./in. on the tip velocity.

Figure 5.4 shows the response of the system to the closed loop conLrol, at the beginning and

end of the maneuver and at three intermediate times. It is evident from this figure that the first

and third appendages, which have control forces applied at their ends, deflect less than the second

and fourth appendages, which have no control forces and deflect considerably.

Figure 5.5 shows the total angular displacement, of the hub over the course of the maneuver. The

dashed line in each plot is the open loop response, which does not consider nonlinear effects. The

solid line in the upper plot is the response of the nonlinear system without the feedback component

of the control, and it is evident that nonlinear effects are responsible for significant error in the

final state of the system. The solid line in the lower plot is the closed loop response, for which the

error at, the final time and afterward is significantly reduced.

Figure 5.6 shows the total angular velocity of the hub over the maneuver history, presented

in the saein mannr as Figure 5.5. Again, it is clear that the feedback control is juile eff¢ective

in keeping tile difference from tlie linearized reference trajectory predictded by lhe pllse, response,
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measurements small, and in driving the error in the state quickly to zero at the end of the maneuver.

Figure 5.7 shows the open loop and closed loop profiles for the torque input. The feedlbck

component of the control is evident in the small departures from the bounds over much of the

control history. Figure 5.8 shows the closed loop force input profile, which is identical to the open

loop profile until the open loop control ends, at which point feedback in the force actuators is

switched on. It is clear from the force profile that the minimum time profiles dilfher significanitly

from the bang-bang minimum time profile for a rigid system.

Figure 5.9 shows the open loop angular velocity of the Tisserand reference frame. It is evident

from this figure that the product #000 is aonpositive over approximalely the last third of tlie open

loop control history. This ini icates that the t' ne derivative of the fund ion (' will be, gr•iarant e'd

to 1w nonrposilive over a large portion of the control history e vein for rapid mnane•ie•, r prob)lems iin

which the control profiles are quite different from bang-bang rigid body manvmtvr profiles.

From this •xamplie, it is clear that the closed loop PRIW( approach produces a very sal i.factory
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approximation of minimum time maneuver for a flexible spacecraft, even when knowledge of the

system is minimal and nonlinear effects are significant, but are completely ignored in obtaining

open loop control profiles When combined with the near minimum time method presented earlicr

in this chapter, this approach makes it possible to w."'!ute a very good approximation of niMiniiurn

time maneuver virtually immediately.

5.6 Conclusions

This chapter presents a method for obtaining near minimum time PItC profiles for maneuver of

flexible sp-cecraft with virtually no real time computation. Also, a stable feedback control scheme

for use with an open loop PRBC profile is presented which exploits the ease with which rcference

outputs corresponding to nonlinear flexible response to control profiles are available in l1llIC. This

scheme is stable in the presence of rotation;d stiffening effects, and even when saturation prevents

realization of the feedback component of the control over much of the control history. A num1erical
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Figure 5.9: Open loop reference frame angular velocity profile
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example demonstrates that the closed loop PRBC method presented in this chapter performs

extremely well for a very rapid large angle maneuver, even when only the inertial properties of a

spacecraft are known explicitly and nonlinear behavior is neglected completely in obtaining open

loop minimum time control profiles.
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Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

As discussed in the first chapter, before the work summarized in this report was begun, methods for

obtaining control profiles for rapid maneuver of flexible spacecraft have either required an explicit

modal or state space model of flexible behavior, or they have used an open loop control profile which

does not take flexible behavior into account at all, and have relied on a Lyapunov-stable feedback

component of the control which uses no explicit knowledge of flexible behavior to suppress the

resulting vibration. The issue of how close the maneuver times obtained with these methods have

been to the minimum maneuver time possible with a given set of control inputs had never been

addressed with any real precisira, because there was no practical way of obtaining minimum time

solutions. In fact, the issue of how the well-known "Bang-Bang Principle" applies to minimum time

maneuver of flexible structures was not well understood, since no exact solution of" minimum time

control problem for a flexible system controlled by discrete bounded inputs had been obtained.

In this work, the first exact solution for a problem of this type was obtained, and this contributed

considerable insight into the nature of the problem. The pulse response based control method

was developed, initially for linear systems, and this method makes it possible to obtain excellent

approximations of minimum time control profiles, knowing only the data from direct measurements

of response to control input pulses and the gross inertial properties of the system. An additional

attractive feature of the approach is that linear actuator dynamics can be very nati,,IvWly and

automatically taken into account. A special algorithm for solving the numerical optimization

problemn arising in this method was developed, which makes it possible to solve these minimum

time control problems without a great deal of computation. Although lhe method and the algorithm

have been intended for situations in which a good model of the system is unavailable, they can
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be used easily to solve problems in which the controlled system is known and modeled well, as

demonstrated in the various numerical examples presented here. This can be useful in tile analysis

of flexible spacecraft subject to rapid maneuver to determine strength requirements, for example.

A preliminary investigation of tile effects of measurement noise on accuracy of the final state was

conducted. Also, numerical examples involving linear systems demonstrated that the pulse response

based control method can easily obtain a minimum time exact solution which can be represented

exactly in terms of the type of pulses used, and that it can obtain an excellent approximation in

the more typical case in which the exact solution cannot be represented in terms of the pulses used.

The method was extended to nonlinear maneuver problems by explicitly modeling the deviation

from linearity in those modes in which it is significant. It was found that the number of modes with

significant nonlinear behavior is typically very small, so that identification requirements are low

when this approach is taken. Also, modifications to the algorithm to accomodate nonlinear l)rol)lenis

are straightforward, and the amount of computation required to solve a nonlinear maneuver problem

is not much greater than the amount required for the corresponding linearized problem.

Another approach for addressing nonlinear behavior is to ignore it in obtaining an open loop

component of the control profile, and use feedback control to drive the deviation from linear re-

sponse to zero over the course of the maneuver. The pulse response based control method lends

itself very naturally to implementation of feedback control because the outputs that are expected

over the course of a maneuver are readily available through convolution, so that feedback can re-

spond to the deviation from these expected outputs. A feedback control strategy that is stable

even in the presence of nonlinear rotational stiffening effects and the control input bounds that are

in effect for the open loop component was developed. The numerical example of the fifth chap-

ter demonstrates that even for an extremely rapid maneuver, ignoring nonlinear behavior while

obtaining the open loop component and using feedback control gives very satisfactory results. Of

course, feedback control is attractive for dealing with deviations from the expected response arising

fromn disturbances, error in the pulse response data due to measurement noise, and other sources.

lkecause virtually all linear flexible behavior, and as much nonlinear behavior as knowledge of the

systemn will allow, can be taken into account in the open loop control component, the feedback

control coinpontn t can be expected to be much smaller for pulse response based control than for

iieth, ods in which the open loop componcnt is simply bang-banffg or smoothed bang-hanug.
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Another important extension for the method makes it possible to obtain near minimum time

control profiles with virtually no real time computation. First and second halves of control profiles

are computed in advance, and then the length of a coast interval is computed once a tctal desired

slew angle is known, so that a near minimum time control profile can be assembled %irtually

immediately. Even for extremely rapid maneuver, it was found that the maneuver times obtained

in this manner approximate minimum maneuver times very well.

The pulse response based control methoa has been demonstrated to be effective in the solution

of extremely rapid maneuver problems. Previous methods either explicitly or tacitly assume that

the control profiles will be small perturbations of bang-bang or smoothed bang-bang profiles, and

as the examples presented here have shown, as maneuver gets more rapid this assumption is less

and less valid. It is unlikely that the approximate minimum time solutions obtained in this report

using pulse response based control could have been obtained using any other existing method with

the same assurance of accuracy. In these examples, this assurance came from the fact that time

step sizes were quite small and a control profile with fewer time steps resulting in the desired final

state was shown not to exist. Accuracy of the final state was evident in the extremely low residual

energy at the end of each maneuver. Even if this capability for extremely rapid maneuver is not

needed in the near future, the pulse response based control approach offers new capabilities for

solving minimum time maneuver problems with minimal explicit knowledge of the system being

controlled, and with assurance that the profiles obtained approximate the exact minimum time

profiles very accurately.
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